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Introduction 
Eadon Character Controller (ECC) is a sophisticated character controller for the Unity game 
engine, tailored for third person games but equally supporting first person view.  
The controller is built around the concept of a state machine: at any given moment the 
character is in one precise state and the state definition contains the list of actions available 
in that particular state. The whole controller is structured in a decoupled way, with an 
architecture based on scriptable objects. 
 
This character controller has a very extensive feature list which should cover most needs 
without the need for additional scripting. To fully understand how the controller works and 
how to configure it, the chapter “Structure and Architecture” is an essential read. 
 
In order to be up and running as quickly as possible, please follow the steps detailed in the 
chapter “Installation”. 
 
 

  



Changelog 
 
Version Release Notes 

v1.0 Initial release 
v1.1 Improved support for non-humanoid characters 

Added save & load option for animation override configuration 
Compatibility with Malbers Horse Animset Pro v4.3b 
Camera smoothing improvements 
Fixed a bug in the clothing system 
Fixed a bug that prevented a character from swimming if falling/landing in 
water 
Added missing Dialogue System integration file 

v1.2 Added support for root motion in locomotion 
Added initial support for ragdolls (hit reaction, death, fall) 
Improved support for water surfaces 

v1.3 Executions (requires Eadon AI) 
Counter attacks 
Invulnerability frames 
PolyPhoria clothing support 
Auto Lock On and lock on camera changes 
Auto turn/dash on attacks (requires DOTween, free plugin) 
Support for Eadon Stealth 
Per character spawn options for items (position offset and local scale) 
Shooting weapon hip fire 
Shooting parry (Bloodborne style) 
Multiple ammo type per shooting weapon 

v1.4 Flight 
Crest and KWS swimming with dynamic waves support 
Charged and Chargeable actions 
Automatic weapons 
Weapon ammo counter on screen 
Custom footstep sounds 
Activity triggers and Activity Pickup Trigger 
Parry stance, parry improvements (sound/VFX) 
Slow time 
Random attacks 
Bows 
Pickup confirmation screen 
Bug fixes 

v1.4.1 Added support for Clothing Culler 
 

  



Features 
The controller has the following features: 
 

• Locomotion 
o Walk, jog, run 
o Jump 
o Free climb 
o Ledge climb 
o Crouching and crawling 
o Rolls 
o Swimming 
o Flight 
o Parkour features 

▪ Jump Over 
▪ Reach Over 
▪ Slide Under 
▪ Targeted Jump 
▪ Vault Over 

• Combat 
o Melee combat 

▪ Attack actions based on items equipped 
▪ Parry 
▪ Combos 
▪ Backstab 
▪ Multiple damage types 
▪ Conditions and damage over time 

o Ranged combat 
▪ Aiming 
▪ Reloading 
▪ Hand IK system 
▪ Automatic weapons 

o Executions and Finishers 
o Throwing 
o Spell combat 
o Area of Effect damage for grenades/spells/etc. 
o Normal casting 
o Lock on 

▪ Optional auto lock on 
▪ Lock on camera behind player back or free lock camera on lock on 

o Auto rotate towards target 
o Auto dash towards target 
o Executions 
o Charged attacks and chargeable attacks 

• UI 
o Stat sliders 
o Quick slots 
o Equipment and Inventory UI 



o Dynamic UI prompts with keyboard/gamepad icons 

• Environment interaction 
o Action triggers 

▪ Activity action triggers 
o Pick up 
o Damage areas 
o Condition areas 
o Doors 
o Chests 
o Loot management system 

• Inventory 
o Inventory 
o Equipment slots for wearable items 
o Quick slots (left hand, right hand, consumable items, spells & skills) 
o Item actions with hitbox timing, FX spawning, etc. 
o Clothing 

▪ Full clothing system 
o Crafting 

▪ Crafting recipes 

• Animations 
o Every animation can be easily overridden to allow per item action 

customisation without changing the Animator Controller 
o Supports humanoid characters and, with some limitations, generic rigs as 

well 

• Input system 
o Out of the box support for: 

▪ Unity legacy input 
▪ Unity new input system 
▪ Rewired 

• Save system 

• Integrations 
o Integration with Malbers Horse Animset Pro allowing a character to ride any 

mount 
o Damage system integrated with Invector TPC and Malbers AC providing the 

ability to deal and receive damage across multiple controllers 
o Support for Synty Studio modular characters 

▪ Character customisation  
▪ Integrated clothing system 

o Integration with kripto289 effect packs for spell projectiles 
o Integration with Pixel Crushers Dialogue System and Quest Machine 
o Support for SECTR Complete 
o Support for EasySave 

 
 
 
 
  



Add-ons 
There are currently five add-ons for ECC: 
 

AI System 
ECC is integrated (and supported by) Eadon AI, a behaviour tree-based AI system with the 
following features: 
 

• Based on the same character setup with full access to every controller feature by the 
AI 

o Full locomotion 
o Inventory and equipment 

• Full AI system based on behaviour trees 
o Behaviour tree editor and debugger 
o Custom action system 
o Events 
o Behaviour tree context (blackboard) with dynamic initialisation 
o Behaviour trees can be shared across multiple entities 
o Per character custom initialisation data 

• Group support 
o Groups can be led by AI or player 
o Formations 

• Integrated with Pixel Crushers’ Dialogue System, Quest Machine and Love/Hate 

• Navigation system independent 
o Supports Unity built in NavMesh system 
o Supports A* Pathfinding Project Pro 
o Mix and match both systems in the same scene  

• Integration with RPG system 

• Optional support for Invector TPC  
o Use this instead of Invector FSM AI to leverage behaviour trees 
o Allows group behaviours with heterogeneous controllers 

• Optional support for Malbers Animal Controller 
o Use this instead of Animal Controller Brain to leverage behaviour trees 
o Allows group behaviours and interactions with animals/creatures 
o AI can mount and ride animals 

• Supports switching from player to NPC role and vice versa for games where you 
control a party of characters 

• Taunt system 

• Alertness system 
 

RPG System 
ECC has an optional RPG system add-on with the following features: 
 

• Multiple stats (completely customisable) 

• Multiple skills (completely customisable) 

• Race and class system (completely customisable) 

• Mana system for spells 



• Stats and skills can affect max health, max stamina, max mana, damage and carried 
weight 

• Stats and skills check 

• Resistance system 

• Race/class-based resistances 

• Equipment bonuses/resistances 

• XP and levels 

• Vendor system 

• Configurable limitations on what equipment can be used (stat minimum values, class 
and race restrictions) 

• Runtime customization of items via attachments 

• Item rarity 

• Buffs and debuffs 

• Stashes 

• New spell types 
 

Survival System 
ECC has an optional survival system add-on with the following features: 

• Hunger and thirst management 

• Temperature handling (via Enviro integration) 

• Night and day management (via Enviro integration) with different hunger/thirst 
profiles 

• Sicknesses 

• Specific cures for different sicknesses 

• Injuries (from critical attacks or being damaged when below a threshold) 

• Custom debilitating effects for sicknesses 

• Custom debilitating effects for injuries, including preventing equipping items on 
broken arms 

• Bonfire system 
 

Building System 
ECC has an optional building  system add-on with the following features: 

• Build from modular parts 

• Configurable snap points 

• Custom animations and VFX 

• Different build styles 
o Survival style (like Valheim) 
o Battle Royale style (like Fortnite) 

• Build VFX shader for animated construction 
 

Stealth System 
ECC has an optional stealth system add-on with the following features: 

• Light/Shadow detection system 
o UI Indicator for light state 

• Cover system 



o Automated setup of cover points 

• Zip Line System 
o Movement in both directions 
o AIs can use the zipline as an off mesh link (requires Eadon AI) 

• Paired Locomotion (drag body, carry body, etc) 

• Light Extinguishing projectiles 

• Sleep projectiles 

• Aerial takedowns 
 

Soul Collection 
ECC has an optional add-on which provides a Dark Souls-like soul collection system with the 
following features: 

• Multiple soul types 
o Spawn/Soul/Collection prefabs configurable per soul type 

• Multiple soul rewards type 
o Add soul 
o Add item 
o Add soul and item 
o Remove soul 
o Remove item 
o Remove soul and item 

 
 
 
  



Prerequisites 
Eadon Character Controller requires some additions to your project, otherwise you will get 
compile errors in the scripts. The following packages need to be imported: 
 

Cinemachine This can be found in the package manager. Please install version 
2.6.2 or later or you will have compilation errors 

TextMesh Pro Available through the Unity Package Manager, preinstalled in 
projects created with recent Unity versions. Please import the 
essential resources from the Window/TextMeshPro/Import TMP 
Essential Resources menu 

 
Eadon Character Controller contains support for the following third-party assets: 
 

• Malbers Animations’ Horse Animset Pro 
(https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/characters/animals/horse-animset-pro-
riding-system-79902) 

• Malbers Animations’ Animal Controller 
(https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/animation/animal-controller-148877) 

• Kripto289’s Magic Effect Pack 1 
(https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/particles/spells/magic-effects-pack-1-
99856#content) 

• Kripto289’s Magic Effect Pack 3 
(https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/particles/spells/realistic-effects-pack-3-
27523) 

• Kripto289’s Realistic Effect Pack 4 
(https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/particles/spells/realistic-effects-pack-4-
85675) 

• Kripto289’s Archer Effect Pack 1 
(https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/vfx/particles/spells/archer-effects-pack-1-
124474) 

• Rewired (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/utilities/rewired-21676) 

• Dialogue System (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/ai/dialogue-system-
for-unity-11672) 

• Quest Machine (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/game-toolkits/quest-
machine-39834) 

• SECTR Complete (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/terrain/sectr-
complete-2019-144433) 

• DOTween (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/animation/dotween-
hotween-v2-27676) 

• EasySave (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/input-management/easy-
save-the-complete-save-load-asset-768) 

• Polyphoria clothing system (for assets by PolyPhoria, like 
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/characters/medieval-armour-hdrp-
161398) 

• PuppetMaster (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/physics/puppetmaster-
48977) 
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• Final IK (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/animation/final-ik-14290) 

• Crest Ocean System (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/particles-
effects/crest-ocean-system-urp-141674 and 
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/particles-effects/crest-ocean-system-
hdrp-164158) 

• KWS Water System (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/particles-
effects/kws-water-system-standard-rendering-191771, 
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/particles-effects/kws-water-system-
urp-rendering-203144 and https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/particles-
effects/kws-water-system-hdrp-rendering-205007) 

• Emerald AI (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/ai/emerald-ai-3-0-203904) 

• Clothing Culler (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/utilities/clothing-culler-
203672) 

• Master Audio 2022 (https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/audio/master-
audio-2022-aaa-sound-212962) 

 
Support for these assets can be enabled by going to the Eadon/Settings menu and ticking 
the relative checkboxes to enable conditional compilation of the support for these assets: 
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The settings window will only let you enable support if an asset is detected in the project. It 
will also let you import input settings for the legacy input system and other settings like 
layers, tags and collision matrix. 
 
Some assets might require installation of additional content: 
 

• Legacy input axis configuration 

• New Input system action map 



• Rewired Input Manager 

• Horse Animset Pro-compatible preconfigured animator 

• Etc 
 
These can be found in the “Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon Character 
Controller/Integrations/Packages” folder and imported simply by double clicking on the 
needed packages. The Settings window also allows you to import the various support 
packages. 
 

Important Notes 
The following assets, part of Eadon Controller, need to be located in a Resources folder or 
the system will not function properly: 
 

• Health (Stat ScriptableObject) 

• Stamina (Stat ScriptableObject) 

• Physical Damage (DamageType ScriptableObject) 

• Surface Manager (SurfaceManager ScriptableObject) 
 
In a standard installation, these assets can be found under “Cogs & Goggles/Eadon 
Character Controller/Configuration/Resources”. 
 
The Eadon Character Controller folder can be moved freely in the project to suit your 
organizational needs. All the wizards and other scripts rely on the presence of a file named 
“ECC Locator.asset” in the Eadon Character Controller folder to locate the folder and all 
relative paths. Please do not move or rename this file. 
 
Eadon Controller uses for the demos some free assets used with CC Attribution license. 
Please see the Credits section for more information. 
 
 
  



Installation 
If you import the asset in an empty project you will get some compilation errors due to the 
missing package (Cinemachine). Please follow the instructions in the “Prerequisites” 
package. 
 
Once the Cinemachine package is installed and no compilation errors appear in the console, 
the “Eadon Controller Settings” window should appear, from which you can enable support 
for other packages. 
 
The following steps are essential: 
 

1) Decide which input system you want to use: 
a. If you use the standard (legacy) input system, please import the “Legacy 

Input System Support.unitypackage” package 
b. If you want to use the new input system, enable it in the settings window and 

import the “New Input System Support.unitypackage” package 
c.  If you want to use Rewired, enable it in the settings window and import the 

“Rewired Input System Support.unitypackage” package 
2) From the Eadon menu, select the Eadon/Setup/Setup Default Layers option to setup 

the required layers 
3) Go through the steps detailed in the “Configuration” chapter 

 
Importing the support package for a given input system will install all the needed files, place 
a preconfigured demo character in “/Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon Character 
Controller/Configuration” and a preconfigured demo scene in “/Assets/Cogs & 
Goggles/Eadon Character Controller/Demo” for you to play with and familiarise with how 
the controller looks and feels. 
 

URP and HDRP Steps 
If you import the package in a URP or HDRP project, you just need to convert all materials to 
the relative pipeline using the built in converter. Custom shaders (tree and water shaders) 
are packaged in files with the extension .eadonshaderpack (using the shader packaging 
technology developed by Jason Booth, https://assetstore.unity.com/publishers/25047) and 
will work automatically for the current pipeline. If they appear pink, you need to select any 
of the shaderpacks and in the inspector click on Pack all in Project: 
 

 
 
 
  

https://assetstore.unity.com/publishers/25047


Upgrading from previous versions 
If you’re upgrading from previous versions, please run the character upgrade wizard found 
under Eadon/Create/Upgrade Character To Latest Version 
 

 
 
This will ensure that your characters have the latest version of the character graph and the 
animator and are able to leverage the latest features. 
 
This applies also to NPC Ais created using Eadon Character Controller and Eadon AI. 
  



Structure and Architecture 
Eadon Controller makes extensive use of ScriptableObjects for: 
 

• ScriptableVariables, to allow decoupling of functionality without direct references 
between components 

• VariableReferences, data types which can accept either a ScriptableVariable or the 
underlying data type 

• GameEvents, to propagate information between different parts of the system 

• Data holders 
o Items 
o Inventory 
o Position Offsets 
o … 

• Actions 
o Controller Actions 
o Generic Actions 
o Item Actions 
o Spell Actions 

 
The fundamentals of this approach can be found in this recording of a talk by Ryan Hipple 
(Principal Engineer, Schell Games) at Unite Austin 2017: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raQ3iHhE_Kk 
 
The majority of these scripts can be found in the “Cogs & Goggles/Library” folder as part of 
the default installation. This library contains a set of useful classes and scripts shared by all 
Cogs & Goggles assets. 
 

ScriptableVariables 
ScriptableVariables are ScriptableObjects that store values. The advantage of this approach 
is that the same variable can be referenced between multiple components without the need 
to use GetComponent(). 
ScriptableVariables are implemented as part of the Cogs & Goggles library (included in the 
asset), with some additions in the Eadon Controller asset. 
ScriptableVariables have a Value property which returns the value currently assigned, they 
have an overload implicit operator which allows them to be used as the underlying data 
type in code: 
 
FloatVariable fVar = new FloatVariable(); 

fVar.Value = 0.2f; 

float f1 = fVar.Value; 

float f2 = fVar; 

 
They also support two delegate methods 
 
public delegate void ValueAssignedDelegate(T valueAssigned); 

public delegate void ValueChangedDelegate(T newValue); 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raQ3iHhE_Kk


which if set will be invoked when the variable is assigned or its value changes. This allows a 
component to be notified of a change happening in another component. 
The following data types can be stored in a ScriptableVariable: 
 

• bool 

• Color32 

• Color 

• float 

• int 

• string 

• Transform 

• Vector2 

• Vector3 

• Vector4 
 
Additionally, Eadon Controller defines the following ScriptableVariable data types: 
 

• InputButton, to store the input button pressed 

• Item, to store an Item 

• Controller, to store the controller 
 

Variable Reference 
A VariableReference is a data type which can hold either a native type or a 
ScriptableVariable. It has a Value property which will return the current stored value 
irrespective of the origin and an implicit operator returning the underlying value. Internally, 
the use of one or the other option is determined by a bool useConstant flag and it 
comes with a PropertyDrawer which lets you choose which option will be used via a small 
dropdown menu drawn before the field. 
 

GameEvents 
GameEvents are ScriptableObjects which handle game events that need to be broadcast 
through the game. GameEvents are used in conjunction with GameEventListener 
components, which look like this: 
 



 
 
When enabled, a GameEventListener subscribes to the event (and unsubscribes when 
disabled). Calling Rse() on the GameEvent object will notify all subscribed listeners. 
GameEvent are used, for example, to notify the UI that the character stats have changed so 
that it can be updated, instead of having the UI constantly poll the current values from the 
controller. 
 

Data Holders 
Another extensive use of ScriptableObjects is as data holders. Items, for example, are all 
implemented as ScriptableObjects. 
 

Actions 
Actions are at the core of Eadon Controller. An action is a ScriptableObject which can 
contain data and has an Execute() method which is invoked periodically or on demand 
by an action runner, typically during Update() or FixedUpdate(). 
There are multiple kinds of actions:  
 
Action Type Action Runner Role 

GenericAction ActionHook or manual Isolated tasks 
AnimatorAction AnimatorHook Management of Inverse 

Kinematics, have methods 
handling 
OnAnimatorMove and 
OnAnimatorIK 

ControllerAction Character Graph Handle activities related to 
the character controller 
(locomotion, animation, 
combat, etc) 



ItemAction Typically executed by 
ControllerActions 

Encapsulate the logic of an 
item action (ex. an attack) 

SpellAction Typically executed by 
ControllerActions 

Encapsulate the logic of a 
spell/special ability 

 
All these actions are explained in detail in later sections of this document. 
 
As an example, let’s look at how inputs are handled in Eadon Controller: 
 

1) The Input Manager game object has an ActionHook component:

 



2) The Input Manager Action runs a batch of actions (the Input Update Batch) and 
listens to a number of ScriptableObjects variables

 
3) The Input Batch runs the actual input actions (using Rewired in this picture):

 



4) Each of these input actions reads an actual button or axis and stores the value in a 
ScriptableObject variable:

 
5) Each of these actions is in itself a ScriptableObject 
6) In the case of inputs, buttons and axis inherit from abstract ScriptableObjects 

(InputAxis and InputButton) with different concrete implementations for the legacy 
input system, the new input system and Rewired 

7) This allows for seamless switching between an input system and another just by 
creating a different set of input actions and switching it in the Input Manager (even 
at runtime!) 

 
The benefit of this approach is that components do not need to have dependencies on each 
other, there is a clean separation of concern and elements can be easily added, removed or 
switched. 
The vast majority of elements in Eadon Controller are either ScriptableObjects or talk to 
ScriptableObjects. 
The following sections detail how the various parts work together. 
 

Input System 
As explained above, the input system is made up of actions that read a button or an axis and 
(optionally) output the value to a ScriptableObject variable. All the input actions are 
GenericActions. 
 

Camera Management 
Camera management leverages Cinemachine, with a component that bridges the input 
system with Cinemachine by overriding the built-in input axis management and replacing it 
with the values of camera horizontal/vertical inputs through ScriptableObject variables. This 
is done using a CinemachineInputAxisProvider component on the actual cameras: 
 



 
 
This requires Cinemachine v2.6.2 or later to work but allows camera input to work in the 
same way irrespective of the actual input system used. 
 

Controller Graph 
The controller graph is the heart of Eadon Controller. The actual controller is a state 
machine. Every state is an action runner which is responsible for running all the actions 
needed in that state. Conditions trigger a change in state. 
All the states, conditions and actions are ScriptableObjects. The graph can be extended and 
modified through a graphical interface or through the inspector, and a single graph can be 
reused by multiple controllers. 
The default controller graph looks like this: 
 

 
 



Animations 
Animations in Eadon Controller are driven by actions. The AnimatorController is used as 
another state machine, where the actual clips played in a particular state depend on the 
actual action performed. As an example, the default clip for “One Hand Attack 1” is a sword 
attack. If that attack is performed with an axe, the definition of the axe weapon contains the 
actual clip to be played when performing the “One Hand Attack 1” action with the axe. The 
same principle applies to virtually every state in the Animator. 
 

Inventory and Items 
Items are all ScriptableObjects, and all types of items (Weapon, ShootingWeapon, Spell, 
Consumable, etc) inherit from Item. Items contain the definition of which actions need to be 
performed by which input. 
  



Configuration 
Before a character can be created, the Eadon Controller needs to be configured. There are a 
number of components that need to be present. 
 

Inputs 
Input can be handled either using the default Unity input system or by enabling support for 
Rewired or Unity New Input System, after importing the relevant assets. More information 
can be found in the chapter Input Logic. 
 

Layers 
The following layers need to be created: 
 

Player Layer for the player 

Enemy Layer for NPC AIs 

Damage Colliders Layer for damage colliders 

Triggers Layer for triggers 

Body Part Layer for ragdoll colliders 

 
The Eadon/Setup/Setup Default Layers menu command will create them for you. Collision 
matrix between the layers needs to be set up like this: 
 

 
 
 

Variables 
The following ScriptableObject variables groups are needed: 
Group Path Role 



Animator States Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon 
Character Controller/ 
Configuration/Variables/Animator 
States 

StringVariables containing 
the names of the 
animator states, used to 
trigger a specific 
animation from an action. 
These variables come with 
the asset 

Camera Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon 
Character Controller/ 
Configuration /Variables/Camera 

TransformVariable 
containing the camera 
transform. This variable is 
created by the controller 
creation wizard 

Global Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon 
Character Controller/ 
Configuration /Variables/Global 

FloatVariables for the 
global delta time and fixed 
delta time. These 
variables come with the 
asset and can be 
recreated by the 
Eadon/Setup/Setup Global 
Variables menu command 

Inputs Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon 
Character Controller/ 
Configuration /Variables/Inputs 

BoolVariables and 
FloatVariables for the 
inputs. These variables are 
created by the 
Eadon/Setup/Setup Inputs 
(for the different input 
systems) menu commands 

Character Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon 
Character Controller/ 
Configuration/Variables/Character 

A number of variables for 
the character data. These 
variables are created by 
the controller creation 
wizard 

Clothing Holder Names Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon 
Character Controller/ 
Configuration/Variables/Clothing 
Holder Names 

StringVariables containing 
the names of clothing 
holders. 
These variables come with 
the asset 

 

Events 
There are a number of GameEvent objects needed by the system: 
 
Event Name Role 

Input Scheme Changed Signals that the input has switched from 
keyboard/mouse to controller or vice versa. 
Used by the UI system to update visual 
prompts 



Items Changed Signals that the controller has changed the 
currently equipped items. Used by the UI 
system to update the quick slots 

OnGame Event Signals that the character is playing. Used 
by the UI System to display the game UI 
and hide the inventory UI 

OnInventory Event Signals that the character is in the 
inventory. Used by the UI System to display 
the inventory UI and hide the menu UI 

Stats Updated Event Signals that the character stats (health, 
stamina, mana) have changed. Used by the 
UI System to update the game UI 

On Death Signals the character died 
Pause Signals the game is paused 
Unpause Signal the game is no longer paused 
In Game Crafting Event Signals in game crafting is in effect 
Player Changed Event Signals the player has changed 
Toggle Lock On Used to toggle lock on on/off 

 
All these events can be recreated by running the Eadon/Setup/Setup Events menu 
command. 
 

Character Graphs 
Every character using Eadon Controller needs a controller graph. This asset comes with a 
predefined controller graph implementing all the features of this asset. This graph can be 
easily modified or replaced. See the Notes section at the end of this chapter. 
 

Creating a new graph 
In order to create a new graph, right click in the project panel and select 
Create/Eadon/Character Graph. A new controller graph will be created in that location 
 

Editing a graph 
To edit a controller graph, select it and press the “Edit graph” button in the inspector or 
double click on it. Once the graphical editor is open, right clicking on an empty spot will 
bring up the node creation menu. The graph editor is built on top of XNode (a free graph 
library which can be found on the Unity Asset Store or on GitHub). 
Link to GitHub: https://github.com/Siccity/xNode 
Link to Asset Store: https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/visual-scripting/xnode-
104276 
Link to documentation: https://github.com/Siccity/xNode/wiki 
 

Default graph states 
The default graph has the following states:  
 
State Actions Purpose 

https://github.com/Siccity/xNode
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/visual-scripting/xnode-104276
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/visual-scripting/xnode-104276
https://github.com/Siccity/xNode/wiki


Locomotion Character Movement 
Check Ground 
Animator Update Is Grounded 
Monitor Crouch 
Animator Update Is Crouched 
Rotation Behaviour 
Monitor Vaulting and Climbing 
Movement Animations 
Monitor Aiming 
Monitor Ammo Switch 
Monitor Throwing 
Handle Throw Aim 
Monitor Attack Input 
Handle Quick Slots 
Lock On Rotation 
Clean Up Inputs 
Cleanup 

Locomotion state, default 
controller state 

On Air Check For Climb Spots On Air 
Check Ground 

Handles the character being 
in the air (falling, jumping) 

Rolling Handle Roll Movement Handles the character 
during a roll 

Vaulting Handle Vault Handles the character 
during a vault 

Jumping Over Handle Jump Over Handles the character while 
jumping over an obstacle 

Reach Over Handle Reach Over Handles the character while 
reaching over an obstacle 

Sliding Handle Slide Handles the character while 
sliding under an obstacle 

Target Jumping Handle Target Jump Handles the character while 
target jumping 

Free Climbing Handle Climb Movement Handles the character while 
climbing 

Ledge Climbing Ledge Climbing Handles the character while 
ledge climbing 

Mounted Handle Quick Slots Used when the character is 
riding a mount (see HAP 
integration) 

Swimming Rotate Based On Camera 
Character Swimming 
Monitor Aiming 
Monitor Ammo Switch 
Monitor Throwing 
Monitor Throw Aim 
Monitor Attack Input 
Handle Quick Slots 

Swimming state, handles 
movement and combat in 
water 



Dead - The state the character will 
be when dead 

Wait For 
Animation 

Move With Root Motion 
Monitor Combo 
Monitor Parrying 

Waits for an animation to 
finish playing 

Flight Rotation Behaviour 
Character Flight 
Monitor Aiming 
Monitor Ammo Switch 
Monitor Throwing 
Monitor Throw Aim 
Monitor Attack Input 
Handle Quick Slots 

Handles flight 

 
 

Default graph conditions 
The default graph has the following conditions: 
 
Condition From State To State 

Monitor Jump Locomotion On Air 
Monitor Falling Locomotion On Air 
Monitor Generic Action Locomotion Play Animation 
Monitor Rolls Locomotion Rolling 
Monitor Climbing On Air Climbing 
Is Vaulting Locomotion Vaulting 
Is Not Vaulting Vaulting Locomotion 
Is Sliding Locomotion Sliding 
Sliding Finished Sliding Locomotion 
Is Jumping Over Locomotion Jumping Over 
Jump Over Finished Jumping Over Locomotion 
Is Reaching Over Locomotion Reaching Over 
Reaching Over Finished Reaching Over Locomotion 
Is Target Jumping Locomotion Target Jumping 
Is Not Target Jumping Target Jumping Locomotion 
Has Landed On Air Play Animation 
Wait For Animation To End Rolling Locomotion 
Monitor End Climbing Climbing Locomotion 
Monitor Ledge Climbing Play Animation 
Wait For Animation To End Play Animation Locomotion 
Is Swimming Locomotion Swimming 
Is Not Swimming Swimming Locomotion 
Is Mounted Locomotion Mounted 
Is Not Mounted Mounted Locomotion 
Is Dead Locomotion Dead 
Is Alive Dead Locomotion 
Is Climbing Ledge Locomotion Ledge Climbing 



Is Climbing Ledge On Air Ledge Climbing 
Is Not Climbing Ledge Ledge Climbing Locomotion 
IsSwimming On Air Swimming 
Monitor Take Off Locomotion Flight 
Monitor Land Flight Locomotion 
Monitor Take Off On Air Flight 

 

Extra graph actions 
The graph also contains information about the initial action. This is an action (in the 
provided graph it’s an ActionBatch) which gets executed at start up to perform initialisation 
of the character. 
 

Creating new actions and conditions 
New actions and new conditions can be easily created. In order to do that, you will need to 
create a class that inherits from ControllerStateAction or 
EadonConditionNode respectively and override the abstract method.  
 
For actions, the method to override is public abstract void 

Execute(EadonController controller) which gets invoked every frame by the 
state node if the node is active. Actions also provide another overridable method public 
virtual void OnStateEnter() which gets invoked only once when the state becomes active 
and can be used  for initialisation  of the action. 
 
For conditions, the method to override is public abstract bool 
CheckCondition(EadonController controller) which gets also invoked every 

frame and returns true if the condition is satisfied and the state machine needs to transition 
to the target state. 
 

Notes 
The graph provided is a “master graph”. When you create a character, a controller graph is 
created for that character as a copy of the master graph. If you make changes to the master 
graph, those changes will not be reflected on the existing character graphs you might have 
already created but will be reflected on the new ones. 
You can create as many master graphs as you want and replace the built-in master graph in 
the character creation window. 
It is advised to make changes on the character graphs or on a copy of the master graph so 
that you always keep a reference to how it was set up. 
 
 
  



Creating a Character 
Setting up a character to use Eadon Controller is a relatively quick process. The steps below 
refer to the creation of a humanoid character. If your model uses a generic rig, see the next 
section. Select Eadon/Create/Player Character menu to open the character creation wizard: 
 

 
The fields are described below: 
Field Purpose Mandatory 

Model Prefab The model for the character. It needs to have 
an animator in the top element of the 
hierarchy 

Yes 

Animator Controller The animator controller for the character Yes 
Controller Graph The controller graph for the character. By 

default, the original master graph is selected, 
but can be replaced by any other graph 

Yes 

Resources Manager The Resources Manager file containing all the 
items in the game 

Yes 



Ground Layers The layers that comprise the ground for the 
character to walk on 

No, unless 
different 
ground 
layers are 
required 
 

Blood VFX Prefab The VFX prefab for blood, played when the 
character is hit 

No, but no 
effect will 
take place 

Climb IK The prefab containing the climb IK setup, see 
the section on AAAAAA later 

No, but 
ledge 
climbing 
will throw 
errors 

Impact Sound The sound FX played when the character is hit No, but no 
sound will 
be played 

Lock On Indicator The visual indicator activated when the 
character has been locked on by another 
character 

No, but no 
indicator 
will appear 

UI Prefab The prefab used for the UI (see the chapter 
User Interface for info). Leave empty if you 
don’t want to setup the UI 

No 

Input System The input system to use, choice between 
legacy Unity input, new input system and 
Rewired 

Yes 

IK Choice of Inverse Kinematic system (Internal or 
Final IK if it’s installed and enabled) 

No, has 
default 
choice 

Ragdoll Choice of ragdoll system to be used (None, 
Normal or PuppetMaster if installed and 
enabled) 

No, has 
default 
choice 

Custom Unarmed 
Weapon 

A flag to indicate if a custom unarmed weapon 
(and all the related weapon actions) needs to 
be created for this character. Left unticked 
means the character will use the default one. 
Useful when creating characters with non 
humanoid setups 

No 

Character Name The name of the character is used to create a 
directory under /Assets/Eadon Configuration 
to store all the character configuration 

Yes 

Synty Modular Character Toggle it if the character is a Synty Studio 
modular character to enable support for 
modular appearance 

No 

Save System The (optional) save system support No 
Water System The choice of water system (to support Crest 

and KWS, if installed) 
No 



 
Please note that the window will change and have more options if any of the official 
modules (Eadon RPG or Eadon AI) or any integration is enabled in the Settings window. 
 
Eadon Controller comes with a preconfigured Unarmed Weapon item (called Unarmed 
Human) and a preconfigured Unarmed Weapon Prefab (called Unarmed Weapon) which 
will be set on the character if the Custom Unarmed Weapon option is not selected 
 
Once all the mandatory fields are complete, a create button will appear. Pressing the button 
will create a character in the scene (also saved as a prefab) and set up the scene for 
immediate use. In particular, the wizard will: 
 

• Create the character game object with all the components configured 
o Rigidbody 
o Capsule Collider 
o Eadon Controller 
o Stats Manager 
o Animator Hook 
o Character Appearance 

▪ Synty Modular appearance for Synty Studios modular characters 
o Auto Assign Transform (for the character transform and the camera follow 

and look at targets) 
o Auto Assign Controller 
o Configure the effects 
o Configure the character 
o Add a water detector for the selected water system 

• Setup input management in the scene 

• Setup all the Cinemachine cameras (normal and aim) 

• Setup the UI 

• Setup the Action Glyph manager 
 
It is advised to create the character in an empty scene (or in a scene with just geometry) 
with a simple camera. 
 
The character prefab (together with its customised character graph, animator and variables) 
will be saved in a folder named after the character under /Assets/Eadon Characters/Eadon 
Character Controller 
 

Creating a character using the generic rig 
If your character uses as generic rig, and you do not want (or cannot convert it to 
humanoid), there are some extra steps. 
You first need to create a BoneMapper object by right-clicking in the project window and 
selecting Create/Eadon/Bone Mapper from the popup menu. This will create a bone 
mapper scriptable object for your character. It looks like this: 
 



 
 
Next, you need to inspect your model skeleton in the hierarchy and write in the bone 
mapper the names of the bones that correspond to the humanoid bones. 
The following example shows how the bones were mapped for a generic rig character (the 
one in the example is “Barbarian RPG” by Maksim Bugrimov, which can be found on the 
asset store here: 
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/characters/humanoids/fantasy/barbarian-rpg-
165642 
 

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/characters/humanoids/fantasy/barbarian-rpg-165642
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/characters/humanoids/fantasy/barbarian-rpg-165642


 
 
The role of the bone mapper is to provide a compatibility layer between the humanoid 
skeleton and the generic skeleton. 
 
You should also create an Unarmed Weapon prefab for your character, with a set of 
unarmed combat actions tailored to your character and the animations it has. To do that, 
either tick the option in the creation wizard, or duplicate the Unarmed Human prefab 
located in Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon Character Controller/Configuration/Inventory, or 
create a new Weapon object and create the corresponding ItemActions. See the section on 
How to create a weapon in the chapter Inventory and Items 
 
When you drag a generic rig prefab in the character creation window, the wizard will detect 
it and the window will look like this: 
 



 
The wizard will not let you create a generic character without the bone mapper and you will 
get the choice of using the normal animator controller or a simplified animator controller 
geared towards generic characters. 
 
The differences between the two are the following: 
 

1) Locomotion is simplified: 
a. The only states are idle, walk, run, jump and flight 
b. Crouch, prone, swimming, climbing and ledge climbing are not available 

2) Rolls are not available 
3) Vaulting is not available 
4) Jump uses a single animation instead of a Jump – On Air – multiple landing 

animations cycle 
 
This is because the humanoid animations from the standard controller cannot be retargeted 
to the generic skeleton. 



Once the character is created, all the relevant animations need to be overridden with the 
specific generic animations coming with the asset you’re using. 
 
You can of course use the full animator and disable features for which you don’t have 
animations. 
 
For both options, see the next chapter on Character Configuration. 
 

Non humanoid characters 
Eadon Character Controller allows you to create non humanoid characters using the generic 
skeleton. To ease creation, there are two menu commands 
 

• Eadon/Create/Create Footstep Trigger 

• Eadon/Create/Create Unarmed Weapon Collider 
 
that let you select a bone in your character and add a footstep trigger (for characters with 
more than two legs) or a weapon collider (for the tail or additional arms, etc). 
 
If your model comes with animations for attacks, you should create your character with a 
custom unarmed weapon and customize the actions 
 
  



Configuring a character 
The inspector of Eadon Controller has fifteen tabs, described below. 
 

General tab 
The General tab contains general information on the character: 
 

 

 
 
 
 



The configurable fields in this tab are: 
 
Field Use 

Character Name Used to identify position offsets (see the 
chapter on Inventory & Items) 

Controller Graph The graph used by the controller, normally 
set up by the creation wizard. Can be freely 
changed with another graph without 
causing issues. Do not leave empty 

Ground Layers The list of layers that make up the walkable 
surface of the scene. It is used for ground 
checking 

Fall Damage Threshold The height after which a fall will incur 
damage. In the example above, falling less 
than 3m will not incur damage 

Fall Damage The amount of damage taken per meter of 
fall over the height threshold. In the 
example above, 5 points of damage are 
taken per meter of fall over 3m 

Fall Damage Type The type of damage inflicted when falling 
Throw Force The force applied to a thrown object 

(grenades, etc) 
In Game Crafting A flag to determine if in game crafting (i.e. 

outside of the inventory) is enabled 
Crafting Interaction Choice of simple press or hold to craft 
Auto Jog Whether the character jogs automatically 

or by pressing the modifier input 
Strafe Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the strafe 

feature 
Swimming Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the swimming 

feature 
Crouch Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the crouch 

feature 
Prone Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the prone 

feature 
Jump Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the jump 

feature 
Rolls Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the rolls 

feature 
Free Climb Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the free climb 

feature 
Ledge Climb Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the ledge 

climb feature 
Vaulting Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the vault 

feature 
Jump Over Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the jump over 

feature 



Sliding Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the sliding 
feature 

Reach Over Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the reach over 
feature 

Target Jump Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the target 
jump feature 

Flight Enabled A toggle to enable or disable the flight 
feature 

Death By Ragdoll A toggle to enable or disable the death by 
ragdoll feature. If disabled, a death 
animation will be played. This option is only 
available if the character is created with a 
ragdoll 

 
Disabling features is useful if you don’t want them in your game or if you’re using a generic 
character for which the feature doesn’t make sense, or you don’t have animations for it. 
 

  



Locomotion tab 
The locomotion tab allows you to configure locomotion parameters for the character: 
 

 
 
By default the character will use root motion for locomotion, meaning the speed the 
character moves is dictated by the animation. 
If you don’t want to use root motion, untick that checkbox to access fields for speed: 
 



 
 
The “Speed” fields determine how fast the character moves, the “Stamina” fields determine 
how much stamina is used for every second of activity, and “Volume” fields determine how 
loud (in a range from 0 to 1) the footsteps are for that particular type of locomotion. 
 

References tab 
The References tab displays the runtime values of various components and game objects: 
 



 
 
These references are: 
 
Field Use 

On Death Event The GameEvent raised when the character 
dies 

Lock On Indicator A reference to the lock on indicator 
activated when the character has been 
targeted. 

Jump Sound The sound played when the character 
jumps 

Land Sound The sound played when the character lands 
Impact Sound The sound played when the character is hit 

(if the attack has an ImpactSound item logic 
applied) 

Blood VFX The VFX played when the character is hit (if 
the attack has an ImpactVFX item logic 
applied) 

Throw Helper The transform of the throw helper game 
object used for throwing origin position 

Throw Line Renderer The line renderer used for displaying the 
throw line 



Stats Manager The character Stats Manager component 
Combo Action If the current combat action allows for a 

follow up combo action, it will appear here 
Current Projectile The projectile currently assigned to the 

character 
Current Target The current target if Lock On is active 
Current Spell The Spell currently active on the character 
Lock On Transform The particular Transform the character and 

camera are looking at during Lock On 
(typically the hips of the target) 

Current Impact Sound The current impact sound, played when the 
player is hit 

 
The fields in the top section are freely modifiable, all other values are assigned at runtime, 
and any value assigned in the inspector will be ignored and overwritten. 
 

  



IK Tab 
The Inverse Kinematic tab contains the runtime references for inverse kinematic targets.  
 

 
 
These are assigned at runtime, and any value assigned in the inspector will be ignored and 
overwritten. 
 

  



Climbing Tab 
The Climbing tab contains references for the free climb system. These values are model 
dependent and will need to be adjusted based on the character model: 
 

 
 
The fields are as follows: 
 
Field Use Default value 

Offset From Wall How far from the surface 
the body needs to be 

Ideal ranges are between 
0.3 and 0.5 (30-50 cm at 
default Unity scale) 

Right Hand The IK offset for the right 
hand 

Small offset (0.1-0.2) on x, 
around 0.5-0.8 on y, 0 for z 

Left Hand The IK offset for the left 
hand 

Small negative offset (-0.1 - 
-0.2) on x, around 0.5-0.8 on 
y, 0 for z 

Right Foot The IK offset for the right 
foot 

Small offset (0.2 - 0.3) on x, 
small negative offset 
(around -0.25) on y, 0 for z 

Left Foot The IK offset for the left foot Small negative offset (-0.1 - 
-0.2) on x, small negative 
offset (around -0.25) on y, 0 
for z 

 
These values are used for the procedural climbing animation. The best way to adjust these 
values is to put some values in, open the Demo scene and start climbing a vertical surface. 
Look at how the hands and feet are positioned while climbing and change the values 
accordingly.  

 



Inventory Tab 
The inventory tab lets you define the character starting equipment: 
 

 
 
The Resources Manager is the list of all items available in game and the default drop prefab 
is a prefab used when the specific item being dropped does not have its own specific prefab. 
To add a new item, press the “Add New” button and select from the drop-down list.  
For more information on items, item creation, etc. please refer to the Inventory & Items 
chapter of this documentation. 
 

  



Equipment Tab 
The Equipment tab contains references to the quick slots and to the variables used to 
manage the link between the character and the game UI: 
 

 
 
Unarmed Weapon is the Weapon definition for unarmed combat. The item Variables are 
normally created by the character creation wizard and there should be no need to change 
them. 
 
By default, there are two quick slots per block (hands, spells, consumable). If you want more 
or less slots, you can expand the foldout for the relative slot and change the size 
accordingly. The UI will dynamically adapt (if using the default UI prefab). 
 
The content of the slots are filled at runtime based on actions in the inventory. Do not place 
starting items in the slots as they will not be initialized correctly and will not perform 
properly. 
 

  



Events Tab 
The events tab contains events that are triggered by Eadon Controller and that can be used 
freely. The names of the events are self-explanatory:  
 

 





 
 

  



Debug Tab 
The Debug tab shows runtime values for all the states of the character. It is useful if you 
need to debug the behaviour of the character controller: 
 

 
 

Debug messages include alerts when a transition is triggered, and a state is entered (useful 
to monitor the behaviour of the controller if you create your own graph from scratch). The 



controller also has a public void LogDebugMessage(MessageSeverity 

severity, string message) method which can be invoked and will print a message 
to the console only if debug messages are enabled. 
 
Of note, these two checkboxes affect the character in playmode: 
 

• Debug Force Aiming: simulates aiming, useful to setup offsets 

• Invincible: makes the character ignore hits 
 
 

  



Animation Overrides Tab 
The Animation Overrides tab lets you change the built-in animations for locomotion and 
other aspects with whichever other animations best suit your game aesthetics. Please note 
that combat actions are managed through ItemActions. The overridable animations are: 
 

 
 



 
 



 



 

 
 
The two buttons at the bottom let you export the animation override configuration so that 
you can import it on a new character without needing to do it all by hand. 
 
Please note that animations can also be replaced in the animator directly, but if you do, the 
replacement animations should be named EXACTLY like the original ones. 
 
Some animations have events in them: 
 
Animations Event Use 

Draw Weapon From 
Shoulder 
Draw Weapon Same Side 
Draw Weapon 

DrawWeapon It indicates the moment of 
the animation where the 
weapon should be attached 
to the hand and removed 
from the holder/holster 

Sheath Weapon Same Side 
Sheath Weapon Shoulder 
Sheath Weapon 

HolsterWeapon It indicates the moment of 
the animation where the 
weapon should be removed 



from the hand and attached 
to the holder/holster 

 
 
Characters using a generic rig with the simplified animator will have only the fields for the 
animations in the generic animation controller. 
 

  



Weight Tab 
The Weight tab lets you enable and configure weight limits and what a character can do 
while carrying too much weight: 
 

 
 
The first checkbox lets you enable weight limits, and the next field lets you specify how 
much weight a character can carry before becoming overweight. 
You can specify which messages appear on screen when the character goes over the weight 
threshold as well as decide what the character can do and at which speed. 
 

  



Injured Tab 
The Injured tab lets you specify how the character handles when it’s injured. It works similar 
to the Weight tab, with the addition of two fields for the override idle and walk animation 
when the character is injured: 
 

 
 
 
 
  



Parkour Tab 
The Parkour tab lets you specify the parameters for the parkour features: 
 

 
 
The fields are as follows: 
 
Field Use 

Auto Vault A flag to indicate if the character should 
vault automatically or not 



Vault Tag The tag for the objects the characters can 
vault over 

Vault Ray Origin The offset from the character position from 
which to check for obstacles forward 

Vault Raycast Length The max distance to detect an obstacle 
Vault Land Offset The max depth of the obstacle 
Vault Start Delay A delay from the start of the animation to 

better time the start of the animation 
Auto Slide A flag to indicate if the character should 

slide automatically or not when running 
Slide Tag The tag for the objects the characters can 

slide under 
Slide Under Ray Origin The offset from the character position from 

which to check for obstacles forward (slide 
under max height) 

Slide Under Raycast Length The max distance to detect an obstacle 
Slide Under Land Offset The max depth of the obstacle 
Slide Under Start Delay A delay from the start of the animation to 

better time the start of the animation 
Auto Jump Over A flag to indicate if the character should 

jump over automatically or not 
Jump Over Tag The tag for the objects the characters can 

jump over 
Jump Over Ray Origin The offset from the character position from 

which to check for obstacles forward (slide 
under max height) 

Jump Over Raycast Length The max distance to detect an obstacle 
Jump Over Land Offset The max depth of the obstacle 
Jump Over Start Delay A delay from the start of the animation to 

better time the start of the animation 
Auto Reach Over A flag to indicate if the character should 

reach over automatically or not 
Reach Over Tag The tag for the objects the characters can 

reach over 
Reach Over Ray Origin The offset from the character position from 

which to check for obstacles forward  
Reach Over Raycast Length The max distance to detect an obstacle 
Reach Over Land Offset The max depth of the obstacle 

Max Height The max height the character can reach 
over 

Step Height The  max height for a step over 
Max Distance The max distance of a target jump point 
Max Jump Height The height of the jump parabola from the 

player feet position 
 

 
  



Combat Tab 
The Combat tab lets you specify options that apply to melee combat: 
 

 
 
The fields are as follows: 
 
Field Use 

Damageable Tags A list of valid tags for damage dealing. If left 
empty, every tag is a valid tag 

Auto Lock On A flag to indicate if the character should 
lock on to an enemy automatically or only 
when the lock on input is pressed 

Lock On Distance The distance within which you can activate 
lock on 

Lock On Only In Front AA flag to determine if you can lock on 
targets only in your front 180° arc or all 
around 

Lock On Target Tags A filter to selectively filter tags that can be 
locked on. If left empty, all tags are valid. If 
filled, only the tags in the list are valid 

Lock On Camera Fixed Behind If enabled, the camera will lock behind the 
player while locked on instead of remaining 
free look 

Auto Turn On Attack A flag to indicate if the player should auto 
rotate towards the target 



Auto Turn Duration How long should the rotation take, in 
seconds 

Auto Dash On Attack A flag to indicate if the player should auto 
dash towards the target 

Auto Dash Duration How long should the dash take, in seconds 
Max Auto Dash Distance The max distance the player can auto dash 

 
Please note that these last five options require DOTween to be installed in the project and 
enabled in the settings. 
  



Flight Tab 
The Flight tab lets you specify options that apply to flight: 
 

 
 
The fields are as follows: 
 
Field Use 

Can Fly A flag to indicate if the character can fly 
Start Flying A flag to indicate if the character should 

start in flying mode 
Flight Speed The speed at which the character flies 
Fall Speed The speed at which the character falls 
Bank Angle The bank angle when turning in flight 
Min Hover Height The height at which the character will 

default when entering flight mode and 
below which it will land 

Lerp To Hover Height A flag to indicate that the character should 
move to the Min Hover Height while 
playing the take off animation. Otherwise it 
will teleport at that height at the end of the 
animation 

 
 
 
  



Character Appearance component 
In addition to the controller component, a Character Appearance component is also added. 
This is used with the optional Clothing System (see the relevant chapter on how to set it up). 
This component holds a list of all the ClothingEquipmentHolders and is responsible for 
actually wearing clothing items: 
 

 
 



It has two fields at the bottom to specify the main body skinned mesh rendered and the 
material index to use with the clothing mask system. The final field (Prefab Tag) is used to 
select the actual prefab. See the chapter on Clothing System for more information. 
 

Synty Modular Appearance 
If the Synty Modular Character checkbox is ticked during character creation, support for 
Synty Modular Character is added through the SyntyModularAppearance component. 
This component has three sections. The top one (Configure Character) allows you to 
configure the character appearance by selecting from a number of drop-down menus how 
the character should look. This works by scanning the hierarchy and enabling/disabling 
options. 
After that, there are two buttons. The first one (Update Starting Equipment) stores the 
actual configuration into the character. This will be used to store a saveable configuration 
which will be set at runtime. 
The second button (Create Clothing Items) will create all the ClothingItem definitions for the 
various clothing parts and add them to the ResourcesManager (see the chapters on Clothing 
System and on Inventory). This operation should be done only once. 
 
 



 



Scene Setup 
When you create a character, the character creation wizard will, in addition, setup a scene 
with all the components needed: 
 

• The camera will be setup with all the required extra components 

• Three Cinemachine virtual cameras will be added to the scene 

• The UI Canvas (game UI and inventory) will be added to the scene (with an Event 
Manager) 

• The Action Glyph Manager will be added to the scene 

• A Game Manager will be added to the scene 
 
Your character will be saved as a prefab in Assets/Eadon Characters/Eadon Character 
Controller in a folder with the same name as the character. 
 
If you want to use your character in a different scene, Eadon Character Controller provides 
some functions to help with that: 
 

• Eadon/Create/Setup Scene Cameras will setup the cameras in the scene 

• Eadon/Create/Setup Scene Inputs will setup the input system based on what was 
selected for the character at creation time 

• Eadon/Create/Setup Scene UI will setup the UI in the scene 
 
Finally, 
 

• Eadon/Setup/Validate Scene will set everything up 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Game Manager 
In order to function, Eadon Character Controller needs a game object in the scene with the 
GameManager component attached. This component acts like a central reference tracking 
the player character and automatically reconfiguring the cameras if the player changes. 
Additional modules can also add features to the GameManager. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
The first four fields are references, the other fields are as follows: 
 
Field Use 

Use Spawn Points A flag to indicate if the character start the 
scene using spawn points 

Spawn Points A list of all the spawn points the character 
can use. Spawn points are just Transforms 

Use Random Spawn Point A flag to indicate that the start spawn point 
should be randomized 

Current Spawn Point The spawn point to use if not randomized 



Start At Scene Camera A flag that indicates that the character 
should start by spawning at the location of 
the scene camera. This mimics the PIE 
functionality of Unreal Engine 

Respawn Delay How many seconds after death have to 
pass before respawning the player 

On Respawn An event triggered on player respawn 
Hide Cursor In Game A flag to indicate if the cursor should be 

hidden during playmode 
Time Scale In Inventory The time scale to use while the inventory is 

open (default value is zero, i.e. the game is 
frozen) 

Time Scale In Game The time scale to use while the game is 
playing (default value is one, i.e. the game 
plays at normal speed). This value is set at 
start and every time the inventory is closed 

 
 
Please note that the Start At Scene Camera functionality only works if the Game Manager 
game object is selected and visible in the inspector, otherwise at start you’ll get a harmless 
error in the console and the player will spawn at starting location. 
 
The initial black screen reference is a reference to an optional black screen which geets 
deactivated (if present) after the character is initialized (at start or when a saving system 
restores the state of the player). 
 
 
 
  



Locomotion 
Eadon Controller supports the following types of locomotion: 
 

Normal Locomotion 
Under normal locomotion, the character will move freely on the scene, with a forward 
direction equal to the direction the camera looks at. 
There are three different movement speeds: 
 

• Walk 

• Jog 

• Run 
 
The Auto Jog feature determines how jogging works. If set to true, in order to jog the input 
value needs to be higher than 0.9, i.e. using a controller, the character will jog when the 
joystick is pressed close to the max. If set to false, the player needs to press and hold the 
MODIFIER input in order to jog. 
Run is handled through the Run input: press the button while moving and the character will 
switch to running, press it again and the character will stop running. 
 

Strafe Locomotion 
When Lock On is active, the character will move in strafe mode. In this mode, the character 
will be facing his target and horizontal movement (i.e. left and right) will be strafing around 
the target. 
 

Crouch Walk 
Pressing the Crouch button will make the character crouch and allow stealth movement. 
The Crouch button is a toggle button: pressing it will invert the state (i.e. pressing it while 
crouching will make the character stand up again). 
 

Prone Crawl 
Pressing the Prone button will make the character go prone and allow crawling movement. 
The Prone button is a toggle button: pressing it will invert the state (i.e. pressing it while 
prone will make the character stand up again). 
 

Jump 
Pressing the Jump button will make the character jump. If the character is moving, the jump 
will be in the movement direction, otherwise it will be a jump in place 
 

Free Climb 
When jumping, if the character gets close to a climbable surface, the character will start free 
climbing. While free climbing, the character will be able to move up and down and left and 
right. The character will continue climbing until one of the following conditions happen: 
 

• The character goes back to the ground 

• The character reaches a ledge 



• Stamina consumption is active, and the character runs out of stamina 
 
The character by default cannot climb over any surface. If you want to let the character 
climb a surface, it needs the Free Climb tag: 
 

 
 
The climb code will check for the presence of the tag in the detected object and prevent 
climbing onto objects without the tag. 
 

Rolls 
Pressing the Roll button while moving will make the character roll in the movement 
direction. If the button is pressed while stationary, the character will perform a back step 
instead. 
 

Swimming 
Unless you import and enable integration with KWS or Crest,  there’s no support yet for 
waves and buoyancy. If you have enabled KWS or Crest, see the chapters on their 
integration.  
 
Water is detected by a component (on a child of the player) called WaterDetector. The 
WaterDetector is responsible for detecting water and determining at which depth the 
character will start swimming: 
 



 
 
Water detection requires a collider on the water object. There are two options: 
 

1) A water trigger on the water plane, which is basically a combination of box collider 
set as trigger and kinematic rigid body: 
 



 
 

2) Any collider on the water plane if you disable collisions between the Player layer and 
the Water layer. This last option is useful if you have dynamically generated water 
plane mesh 

 
 



The WaterDetector will detect the water plane and monitor the character depth. The 
character will be “In Water” when he’s at least 5cm in water and will start swimming when 
deeper than the Enter Water Height. 
 

Ledge Climbing 
Ledge climbing is a way of climbing across surfaces similar to how games like Assassin’s 
Creed do, i.e. by moving across ledges and jumping up to reach a new ledge. In order for this 
to work,  a lot of preparation work needs to be done. Ledge climbing works through the 
definition of Climb Points: 
 

 
 
Climbing points can be of the following types: 
 

• Braced: this is the default climbing point representing a ledge on a vertical surface 

• Hanging: this is a climbing point which is on a hanging line (like a hanging wire), i.e. 
not against a vertical surface 

• Ladder: this is a climbing point on a ladder-like vertical surface 

• Column: this is a climbing point on a pole or column like thin vertical surface 
 
The type of a climbing point determines the animation (driven by IK) that the character will 
play while climbing. 
A climb point can be a dismount point, i.e. a point from which the character can stop 
climbing. 
Double sided means that the character can hang from both sides of the climbing point 
(useful for a hanging rope). 
 
In order to create climbing points, you can use a ClimbPointCreator component, where you 
can specify the furthest left and furthest right points and automatically create all the points 
in between by clicking the Update Points checkbox: 
 



 
 
Homogeneous collections of ClimbingPoint (like all the points on a building) should be 
grouped under a ClimbPointManager: 

 
 
This component manages all the child ClimbingPoint by finding them all at start. A typical 
setup for a sample building would look like this: 
 



 
 
The parent object (the cube) contains the ClimbPointManager. Every sub-object (long ledge, 
short ledge, window, door) contains a ClimbPointCreator and a generated collection of 
ClimbingPoint: 



 
 
In order for a character to ledge climb, it needs to get close to a ClimbPointManager and 
jump towards it. 
The character will automatically climb up or down from the last ledge (based on the 
distance from the top or bottom surface respectively. 
If the character is standing close to an edge which has a ClimbingPoint nearby (like the 
corner of the building top near the ledges), pressing the jump input will make the character 
drop to the ledge. Pressing the Modifier key (by default Left Shift) will make the character 
look for a ledge behind him; in this case the vertical axis becomes front/back instead of 
up/down. 
 

Flying 
If Flight is enabled in the General, you can allow your character to fly by ticking the Can Fly 
checkbox in the Flight tab. This can be a permanent ability or it can be enabled at runtime 
by items, etc. 
You take off by pressing the MODIFIER+RUN inputs (by default SHIFT+R). Doing this will play 
the take off animation and move the character to the Min Hover Height set in the Flight tab. 



Movement while flying is through the HORIZONTAL and VERTICAL axis on the plane the 
character is at and the UP/DOWN axis to move up and down. 
To land, just descend until you reach the Min Hover Height over the ground, which will 
trigger the land animation. 
 
 

Parkour features (Vaulting, Sliding Under, Reaching Over, Jumping Over and Targeted 
Jumps) 
Eadon Character Controller supports various parkour features. Obstacles can be vaulted 
over, jumped over or slid under (if running). The character can also reach over high 
obstacles and step over low obstacles. 
The parameters for these modes can be found in the Parkour tab of the character inspector, 
but they all follow the same principles: 
 

1) The feature needs to be enabled (General tab of the character inspector) 
2) The object to interact with needs to have the relevant tag 
3) Either the character performs the parkour ability automatically or the player needs 

the jump input to perform the ability 
 
Targeted jump, on the other hand, works differently. Every point the character can jump on 
needs to be in a game object with the TargetJumpPoint component attached, pointing up: 
 

 
 
The TargetJumpPoint component looks like this: 
 



 
 
Jump points can be of two types: Pole and Ground. In a pole jump point, the character is in a 
crouch pose, while in a ground jump point the character is standing. To start target jumping, 
the character needs to be on (or very close to) a starting jump point. Typically, you would 
place a Ground target jump point near the places from which you want a character jo start 
target jumping. From a pole point, the character can only jump to another jump point or to 
the ground. 
 
In order to trigger target jump, besides being on a target jump point, the character needs to 
move forward and jump at the same time. 
 

Configuring Foot IK 
Foot IK is handled through an AnimatorAction called Handle Foot IK, located in Eadon 
Configuration/Actions/Animator: 
 

 
 
If your character feet are not positioned correctly on the ground, you need to adjust the Y 
value in Offset Foot. Every model is different, and the position of the foot bone is different. 



Open the scene view and the game view, start your game and look at the feet in the scene 
view while the game is running. Inspect the Handle Foot IK action and adjust the value in the 
inspector until it looks correct in the scene. Changes done at runtime will be persisted in the 
project. 
 
 

On Screen Prompts for parkour 
If your character is not configured with automatic parkour, you van enable on screen 
prompts whenever the character is in a spot where parkour can be initiated. 
To do that, find the Input Manager (it’s a child of the character prefab) and in the 
ActionHook component add the Monitor Parkour Interaction action: 
 

 
 
This action scans periodically around the character to detect parkour spots. Enabling it has a 
cost in terms of performance, but you can tweak the scan frequency in the inspector of the 
action: 
 



 
 
The check interval is in seconds. 
  



Stats 
Eadon Controller has a flexible stats system. All stats are managed by the StatsManager 
component attached to the character game object: 
 

 
 

 
By default, only two stats are configured, health and stamina, but other can be added if 
needed. Every stat is contained in a StatHolder object which contains information about the 
stat: 
 

 
 



The stats fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Current Value The stat current value 
Current Max The stat current max value 
Reset On Start A flag to indicate if the stats should reset on 

game start 
Regeneration Rate How much is regenerated per second, leave 

at 0 if you do not want to regenerate 
Target Stat A reference to a Stat ScriptableObject with 

the name of the stat 
Stat Variable A reference to a ScriptableVariable that 

tracks the value of the stat (i.e. to update 
the UI). Leave empty if not needed 

Stat Max Variable A reference to a ScriptableVariable that 
tracks the max value of the stat (i.e. to 
update the UI). Leave empty if not needed 

Regenerate While In Use If checked, the stat can regenerate while 
being consumed 

Regenerate While Dead If checked, the stat can regenerate while 
dead 

Stat In Use A runtime flag to show if the stat is 
currently in use. Will show a runtime value, 
changing it has no effect 

Low Event Threshold The percentage of current health below 
which the Low Threshold Event is triggered 

High Event Threshold The percentage of current health over 
which the High Threshold Event is triggered 

Low Threshold Reached The UnityEvent to trigger when a condition 
of low health is met 

High Threshold Reached The UnityEvent to trigger when a condition 
of high health is met 

 
 
Please note that the character creation wizard will set health and stamina to a value of 100 
for both current value and max value, and a value of 0 for the regeneration rate. Please 
adjust these values to suit your gameplay requirements. 
 
Stats in Eadon Character Controller have the following structure: 



 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Stat The stat name 
Fallback Stat The name of the stat to fallback to if the 

stat needs to be reduced and the result 
would be below zero. Used, for example, to 
drain health if Stamina goes to zero 

Stat Category A StringReference indicating the category of 
the Stat (optional) 

Stat Type A StringReference indicating the type of the 
Stat (optional) 

 
 
  



Clothing System 
Eadon Controller comes with a character clothing system. Please note that if you use Synty 
Studio Modular Character as your game character, you do not need to add a clothing system 
(as the clothing for that type of character is handled differently. See below for more 
information. 
 In order to activate the clothing system, you need to select your character in the hierarchy 
and use the Eadon/Create/Add Character Clothing System menu. This will open the 
following window: 
 

 



In the window you’ll find a list of all the possible clothing system locations, with a checkbox 
to determine if you want it active for the character and a dropdown menu through which 
you can select the default clothing item mesh for that location among all the skinned mesh 
renderers present on the character game object. Selecting any option different from “None” 
will make two new fields appear for that location. These fields let you specify whether the 
location default clothing item needs to be hidden when new clothing is worn in that location 
and which is the default ClothingItem asset.  
 
Pressing the “Create” button will spawn all the ClothingEquipmentHolder game objects 
attached to the character skeleton. Clothing Equipment Holders look like this: 
 

 
 
The fields are the same as in the creation window. Once created, the data in the holders can 
be easily modified. 
 
The default holders and their locations are: 
 
Holder Parent Bone 

Head Clothing Head 
Chest Clothing Upper Chest 
Back Clothing Upper Chest 
Upper Right Arm Clothing Right Shoulder 
Lower Right Arm Clothing Right Lower Arm 
Upper Left Arm Clothing Left Shoulder 
Lower Left Arm Clothing Left Lower Arm 
Right Hand Clothing Right Hand 
Left Hand Clothing Left Hand 
Both Hands Clothing Hips 
Legs Clothing Hips 
Left Foot Clothing Left Foot 
Right Foot Clothing Right Foot 
Both Feet Clothing Hips 
Right Shoulder Attachment Right Shoulder 
Left Shoulder Attachment Left Shoulder 
Right Elbow Attachment Right Lower Arm 
Left Elbow Attachment Left Lower Arm 



Right Knee Attachment Right Lower Leg 
Left Knee Attachment Left Lower Leg 
Belt Attachment Hips 

 
The holders for “Both Feet” and “Both Hands” are intended to be used with character 
clothing (such as often is the case when exporting from Reallusion Character Creator) which 
have a single mesh for both hands and both feet. 
 
Adding the clothing system to a character will add also the CharacterAppearance 
component. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
Equipping new clothing is simply a matter of getting a reference to this component and 
invoking the void WearClothing(ClothingItem clothingItem) method and 
passing the new clothing to be worn. ClothingItems have a reference to the holder they 
attach to. See the next chapter, Inventory and Items, for more information. 



 

Clothing Extractor 
Eadon Controller comes with an utility to extract clothing meshes from imported models. 
When exporting from Reallusion Character Creator 3, for example, a model will be imported 
with all the clothing meshes attached to the root game object. For example: 
 

 
 
If you want to extract the clothing from the mesh and create clothing prefabs and 
ClothingItem ScriptableObjects, drag the model prefab into an empty scene. Selecting the 
Eadon/Tools/Extract Clothing From Model menu will open the clothing extraction window: 



 
This window will list all Skinned Mesh Renderers found in the model. For every one of them, 
select whether they need to be extracted and the name for the prefabs to be saved (by 
default it is the same as the mesh). As soon as “Is Main Body” is selected on one item, the 
“Create” button is enabled. Pressing the button will prompt you for a folder (in the project) 
to save all data. Three folders will be created in the selected folder (if they don’t exist 
already) for Inventory Items, Meshes and Prefabs. 
All the clothing prefabs will be created with an AttachClothing component: 
 



 
 
This component is responsible for reassigning the skeleton and the bones to the clothing 
mesh Skinned Mesh Renderer based on the skeleton and bones of the game object whose 
name is in the Main Body field. 
 

Synty Studios Modular Character support 
Support for Synty Studios modular character is handled through the 
SyntyModularAppearance component and it does not require the use of the clothing system 
(since all the clothing is already on the character). That said, everything else still works the 
same: you need a ClothingItem ScriptableObject for the clothing to wear and you go through 
the same process. A button in the SyntyModularAppearance component lets you create 
automatically all the item definitions, although you still need to edit the UI name, icon and 
description. 
 The component is split into multiple parts. The first field lets you replace the material on 
the character and all the clothing parts. 
 
The second block lets you configure your character in the editor, with drop down menus for 
each body part. This section ends with a button to update the character starting equipment. 
If you have changes which are not saved with that button, you will see a red message 
notifying you of unsaved changes. Changes not saved will disappear once you enter play 
mode. 
 
The final button is the “Create Clothing Items” button. This needs to be pressed only once in 
your project and is the equivalent of the clothing extractor: it will generate all the 
ClothingItem objects. 
 



Clothing Body Mask System 
In order to use the masking system, drag the body skinned mesh renderer to the Main Body 
field of the CharacterAppearance component and specify the material index (leave at zero if 
the body has a single material or the material is the first one, set to 1 to indicate the second 
material, etc). 
The body material needs to use the Eadon Masked shader (it’s included in /Assets/Cogs & 
Goggles/Shaders, with URP and HDRP support packages also in the same directory). 
 

 
 
This shader behaves exactly like the standard shader with the addition of a mask texture. 
Masks are black and white textures which determine which parts of the mesh will be 
rendered (white areas) and which will not (black areas). The material needs to have a fully 
white mask, and at runtime all the masks for all the worn clothes are combined into a single 
mask, which gets updated dynamically when your character changes clothes. 
The process of creating masks is strictly dependent on the model you’re going to use. 
Basically, if your body texture looks like the following example, you will need to paint over a 
copy of this texture in order to generate a mask covering the areas you need: 



 
 

 
 



The example mask is for a long sleeved shirt. 
 
IMPORTANT 
The resolution of the mask is not fixed, you can use a small or large image, but all masks 
need to have the exact same size, or you will get errors at runtime. This also includes the 
initial all white mask that needs to be on the material for the system to work 
 

PolyPhoria Clothing 
PolyPhoria uses a complex setup for modular clothing, where the character gets created at 
runtime by spawning and reparenting skinned mesh renderers for the various body parts. 
This is handled by a PolyPhoria component called ModularCharacter. 
If you want to use this system, you need to set up a prefab with the default (starting) setup 
for the character. 
 

 
 
This prefab should have the parts you need and an animator at the root, together with the 
ModularCharacter component. This prefab can then be used to create a character as 
normal. The created character will have a PolyphoriaCharacterAppearance component 
instead of the normal one, which will be populated when you add a clothing system to your 
character: 
 



 
 
In order to properly use the PolyPhoria system, you will need to do the following steps: 
 

1) Create a ClothingItem for every clothing used by the character (INCLUDING THE 
STARTING ONES) 

2) Set the default clothing in the used holders (legs, chest, etc) to the exact ones used 
in the starting prefab 

3) Check “Hide Default When Adding New” in every clothing holder with a default 
clothing 

 
When the PolyPhoria integration is enabled, you’ll find a new clothing item type in the 
inspector of a ClothingItem: 
 

 
 
You need to set all your PolyPhoria clothing items to this type. 
 
IMPORTANT 
You will need to comment out the method private void LateUpdate() in 
ModularCharacter.cs to look like this: 
 

 
 
This has the side effect that Polyphoria models not using Eadon Character Controller will not 
work. 
 
  



Inventory and Items 
Eadon Controller has a sophisticated but easy to use inventory system and item framework. 
All items and the item registry (called Resources Manager) are scriptable objects. 
 

Resources Manager 
The Resources Manager is a file containing all the items available in your game. There’s an 
example one located in /Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon Character 
Controller/Configuration/Resources, but you should create a new one in your project folder 
(outside of the Eadon Character Controller folder in order to avoid overwriting your 
changes) and use that in your character by setting it in the character creation wizard. 
 
The resources manager is split into two sections, All Categories and All Items: 
 

 
 
If you need to create a new Resources Manager, right click in the project window and select 
the Create/Eadon/Managers/Resources Manager menu. A new Resources Manager will be 
created in that location. 
 
Item Categories are ScriptableObjects containing the category name and the relative icon: 
 

 
 
There is also a flag if you want to hide (i.e. not display in a tab) the category from the 
inventory display. 



Several predefined categories are located in the Assets/Eadon Configuration/Data folder. If 
you need to create a new Item Category, right click in the project window, and select the 
Create/Eadon/Inventory/Item Category menu. A new Item Category will be created in that 
location. 
 

Items 
All items in Eadon Controller are Scriptable Objects. Items inherit from the abstract class 
Item, which defines common functionalities. Currently the following types of Item are 
available in Eadon Controller: Weapons, Shooting Weapons, Ammunitions, Throwable 
Items, Spells, Consumable, Crafting Recipes, Clothing and Clothing Sets. 
 

Changes from v1.2 
Items now have a new field used for identifying the item in the resource manager, called 
Item ID. This replaces the old uiName field (which was used for this purpose. The item name 
for the UI is now contained in the itemName field. 
 

Weapons 
Weapon is the item type for melee weapons. A Weapon looks like this: 

 



 



 



 
 
The following is an explanation of all the fields: 
 

UI Info 
Field Use 

Item ID The ID of the item. It needs to be unique 
within a Resources Manager. 

 

UI Info 
Field Use 

Item Name The item name used to display in the UI. 
Icon The item icon used to display in the UI 
Description The item description used to display in the 

UI 
Display In Inventory A flag to determine if the item should 

appear in the inventory 

 

General 
Field Use 

Category This is the item category as a reference to 
the Item Category ScriptableObject 

Max Stack How many instances stack together in a 
single inventory slot 

Weight The item weight 

Can Be Equipped This check indicates if the item can be 
placed in a slot and (optionally) equipped 
visually on the character model 

Equipment Prefab The prefab for the item on the equipment 
point if different from the actual game 
object (used, for example, to hide VFX) 

Equipment Point The Equipment Point (see below) where the 
item is equipped 

Equipment Point Offset The Equipment Point Offset (see below) for 
the item 

Equipment Spawn Scale The scale at which the prefab should be 
spawned on the equipment point (useful if 
your character has non uniform scale in the 
hierarchy 

Equipment Spawn Options List of per character spawn options (see 
below) 

Drop On Death This check indicates whether the item is 
dropped in a spawned collectable pickup on 
death 



Drop Prefab The prefab for the drop object for this 
specific item. If empty, the default one will 
be used 

Can Be Used In Water A flag to indicate if the weapon can be used 
while the character is in water but not 
swimming 

Can Be Used Underwater A flag to indicate if the weapon can be used 
while underwater 

Durability The weapon durability, a value of -1 means 
the weapon will never degrade 

 

Throwable Item 
Field Use 

Thrown Projectile Prefab The prefab to use when the weapon it 
thrown 

Thrown By Shooting By default thrown weapons are lobbed (i.e. 
like a grenade), tick this checkbox if you 
want to throw this weapon by aiming 
instead 

 

Weapon 
Field Use 

Is Two Handed This check indicates whether the weapon is 
one handed or two handed 

Is Main Weapon This indicates the weapon is the main 
weapon. Used for triggering actions when 
dual weilding 

Default On Right Hand Determines the “main hand” for the 
weapon, needed to mirror the animations 
when used on the “off hand” 

Can Be Thrown A flag to indicate if the weapon can be 
thrown 

Remove When Thrown A flag to indicate if the weapon gets 
removed from the inventory when thrown 

Weapon Reach The reach of the weapon 
Weapon Indicator An optional on screen indicator displayed in 

the top right corner when the weapon is 
equipped 

Hand Constraint A field which lets you restrict the hand to 
which the weapon can be equipped, choice 
of None, Right Hand and Left Hand. A 
weapon with a restriction will only appear 
on the picker for the hand slot to which it 
can be equipped 

 



Idle Animation Overrides 
Field Use 

Idle Anim Left If the weapon has a specific “pose” (for 
example a shield), place an Animator Clip 
here, it will be used automatically as idle 
animation when the item is equipped on 
the left hand. This animation will only be 
used on the left hand 

Idle Anim Right If the weapon has a specific “pose” (for 
example a shield), place an Animator Clip 
here, it will be used automatically as idle 
animation when the item is equipped on 
the right hand. This animation will only be 
used on the left hand 

Two Hand Idle Anim As above, but for two handed weapons 
 

Damage 
Field Use 

Weapon Damage The damage dealt by the weapon (see the 
Combat & Actions section) 

 

Backstab, Executions & Finishers 
Field Use 

Allow Backstab Whether the weapon allows backstabbing 
Backstab Multiplier The damage multiplier for backstab, range 

is between 1 and 25, where 1 means no 
extra damage 

Execution Actions A list of actions used to perform an 
execution with this weapon (see below) 

Finisher Actions A list of actions used to perform a finisher 
with this weapon (see below) 

 

Model Prefab 
Field Use 

Model Prefab The prefab for the weapon (see below) 
Use Holster Whether the weapon uses a holster or 

sheath model. If selected, equipping the 
model will also instantiate the holster (with 
the weapon inside) and grabbing the 
weapon will hide the weapon and leave the 
holster equipped 

Holster Prefab The prefab for the holster/sheath 
Holster Offset The Equipment Point Offset (see below) for 

the holster 
Holster Spawn Scale The scale at which the prefab should be 

spawned on the equipment point (useful if 



your character has non uniform scale in the 
hierarchy 

Holster Spawn Options List of per character holster spawn options 
(see below) 

Weapon On Holster Is Child Indicates that the holster already contains a 
child object for the weapon. In this case it 
will be enabled/disabled instead of 
instantiating a new one 

Local Scale The scale of the weapon prefab when 
parented to the hand 

Right Hand Offset The Equipment Point Offset (see below) for 
the item on the right hand 

Right Hand Spawn Options List of per character right hand spawn 
options (see below) 

Left Hand Offset The Equipment Point Offset (see below) for 
the item on the left hand 

Left Hand Spawn Options List of per character left hand spawn 
options (see below) 

Draw Weapon Sound The sound played when the weapon is 
drawn 

 

Weapon Actions 
This section is split into four sections of six fields each. The four sections are for one handed 
actions and two handed actions, in normal and modified state. 
For every action you can trigger, you have two options: 
 

 
 
You either place a single action in the first field or you place multiple actions in the Random 
field. If the random field has one or more actions, when you press the input it will trigger 
one of the actions from that list at random. 
 
To be able to throw a melee weapon, it needs to have a Throw Weapon action in one of the 
modified weapon action slots. 
 

Shooting Weapons 
Shooting weapons inherit from Weapons, so the inspector is the same with the addition of 
the following sections: 
 



 
 

Aiming & Reloading 
Field Use 

Can Aim This check indicates whether the weapon 
can aim or not 

Full Body Aim A flag that indicates whether the aim pose 
is a full body pose (if unticked it applies to 
the arms only) 

Aim Clip The Animation Clip with the specific aiming 
pose for this weapon, to be used instead of 
the default clip 



Reload Clip The Animation Clip with the specific reload 
animation for this weapon, to be used 
instead of the default clip 

Auto Reload A flag indicating if the character performs 
reloading automatically when needed or 
not 

Ammunition The AmmunitionItem for the weapon 
Alternative Ammunition A list of alternative ammunition the 

weapon can use, can be switched at 
runtime 

 

Inverse Kinematic 
Field Use 

Right Hand IK Position Offset The (optional) position offset for the right 
hand inverse kinematic setup when the 
weapon is in the right hand 

Right Hand IK Position Options List of per character right hand IK position 
options when the weapon is in the right 
hand (see below) 

Left Hand IK Position Offset The (optional) position offset for the left 
hand inverse kinematic setup when the 
weapon is in the left hand 

Left Hand IK Position Options List of per character left hand IK position 
options (see below) when the weapon is in 
the left hand 

Right Off Hand IK Position Offset The (optional) position offset for the right 
hand inverse kinematic setup when the 
weapon is in the left hand 

Right Off Hand IK Position Options List of per character right hand IK position 
options (see below) when the weapon is in 
the left hand 

Left Off Hand IK Position Offset The (optional) position offset for the left 
hand inverse kinematic setup when the 
weapon is in the right hand 

Left Off Hand IK Position Options List of per character left hand IK position 
options (see below) when the weapon is in 
the right hand 

Use Separate Aim Item Offset A flag to indicate if the item offset in the 
hand should change in the aim pose from 
the default idle pose location 

Right Hand Aim Item Offset The (optional) position offset for item in 
the right hand in the aim pose 

Right Hand Aim Item Options List of per character position offset for item 
in the right hand in the aim pose (see 
below)  

Left Hand Aim Item Offset The (optional) position offset for item in 
the left hand in the aim pose 



Left Hand Aim Item Options List of per character position offset for item 
in the left hand in the aim pose (see below)  

Aim With Two Hands This check indicates whether the left hand 
IK setup needs to be enabled when aiming. 
This is used to force aiming with two hands 
for a one handed weapon (like a pistol) 

On Idle Disable Left Hand This check indicates whether the left hand 
IK setup needs to be disabled when idle 

 

Firing 
Field Use 

Max Range The maximum range of the weapon 
Fire Rate The fire rate of the weapon 

Magazine Ammo How much ammo fits in the weapon 
magazine 

Recoil Y The animation curve for the recoil on the Y 
axis 

Recoil Z The animation curve for the recoil on the Z 
axis 

Tracer If the weapon does not use physical 
projectiles which move on screen, a trace 
can be used instead for the shooting effect. 
The tracer is a trail renderer that moves 
from shooting point to target point creating 
a trail 

Shoot Audio The audio clip to be played when firing 
Empty Audio The audio clip to be played when trying to 

fire with an empty weapon 
Reload Audio The audio clip to be played when reloading 

 
For “instantaneous” weapons (i.e. firearms) use a tracer. For “slow” weapons (bows, 
crossbows, etc) use a physical projectile. The actual projectile is defined in the ammunition 
object. 
 

Ammunition 
Ammunition are items used by ShootingWeapons. They represent both physical projectiles 
that appear on the screen and move in the scene and bullet-like projectiles. Ammunition 
look like this: 



 
 
The differences with Weapon items are the following: 
 
Field Use 

Projectile Type Choice of Physical Projectile or Tracer 
Physical Projectile The prefab of the projectile to instantiate 
Tracer The Trail Renderer to use (optional) 

 

Spells 
Spells are items which can be used, either from the inventory screen or by assigning them to 
a quick slot. Spell items look like the following: 



 
 

 
The differences with Weapon items are the following: 
 
Field Use 

Can Be Consumed This check indicates whether the item can 
be consumed or not 

Consume Action Label The label for the action which uses the item 
used by the UI system 

Consume After Use This check indicates whether the item is 
consumed (i.e. destroyed) after use 

Spell Action The SpellAction that is activated when the 
spell is cast 

Left Hand Particle The spell particles activated on the left 
hand through the Action Data of the Spell 
action. Leave empty if not needed 



Right Hand Particle The spell particles activated on the right 
hand through the Action Data of the Spell 
action. Leave empty if not needed 

Spell Particle The spell particles activated at the 
character position through the Action Data 
of the Spell action. Leave empty if not 
needed 

Spell Projectile The projectile which is spawned as part of 
the spell (i.e. a fireball). Leave empty if not 
needed 

Spawn From The bone from which the spell is spawned 
Spawn On Ground A checkbox to indicate if the spell should be 

spawned on the ground, i.e. at the player 
location 

Attach To Controller A checkbox to indicate if the spell should be 
attached to the controller and follow it 
around 

 
Spell Actions are ScriptableObjects which define what a spell actually does. They inherit 
from the abstract class SpellAction. The following Spell Actions are included in Eadon 
Controller: 
 

• Projectile Spell (an action which throws a projectile) 

• Healing Spell (an action which heals the character) 
 

Consumable 
Consumable items are generic items which can be consumed, either from the inventory 
screen or by assigning them to a quick slot. Consumable items look like the following: 
 



 
 
The differences with Weapon items are the following: 
 
Field Use 

Can Be Consumed This check indicates whether the item can 
be consumed or not 

Consume Action Label The label for the action which uses the item 
used by the UI system 

Consume After Use This check indicates whether the item is 
consumed (i.e. destroyed) after use 

Use Action The Item Action that is activated when the 
item is used 

 

Clothing Items 
ClothingItems represent both actual clothing and accessories attached to the character. 
They look like this: 



 
 
There are five types of ClothingItems: 
 

• Spawn And Attach are items which are spawned and attached to a 
ClothingEquipmentHolder 

• Spawn And Attach On Main Object are items which are spawned and attached to 
the root of the character game object 

• Show And Hide are items which are always attached to the main game object and 
can be activated and deactivated 

• Change Texture On Default are items which are simply a texture (Material) change 
on an existing clothing item (of Show and Hide type), replacing the material on the 
clothing holder default clothing 

• Polyphoria are clothing items which support the PolyPhoria modular clothing 
system. This type is only available if the support for PolyPhoria is enabled in the 
settings 

 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use Clothing Item Type 

Clothing Holder Name A StringReference for the actual 
holder name for that clothing item 

All 



Clothing Type The type of ClothingItem All 
Clothing Prefabs A list of key/value pair of clothing 

prefabs to spawn. The actual prefab 
is picked from this list based on the 
value of the PrefabTab on the 
CharacterAppearance component. If 
that value is empty, the first item is 
returned 

Spawn And Attach, 
Spawn And Attach 
On Main Object 

Offset A PositionOffset for the spawning of 
the prefab 

Spawn And Attach 

Clothing Name The name of the existing game 
object in the hierarchy 

Show And Hide 

Override Material The Material to use on the existing 
clothing item 

Change Texture On 
Default 

 

Clothing Set 
ClothingSet represent a set of clothing that get worn in one go. They look like this: 
 

 
 
The last field is a list of ClothingItem objects. 
 

Crafting Recipes 
Crafting Recipes are items which allow crafting of other items by combining what you have 
in your inventory. A Crafting Recipe looks like this: 
 



 
 
The specific fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Ingredients A list of item/amount pairs to determine 
what is needed 

Implicit Recipe An implicit recipe is a crafting recipe which 
is always available to players. If not 
checked, the player needs to find the recipe 
and have it in his inventory to be able to 
craft it 

Can Be Interrupted A flag to determine if the recipe can be 
interrupted and resumed 



Consume If Not Finished A flag to indicate if the ingredients are lost 
if the crafting is interrupted (and can’t be 
resumed) 

Time To Craft How long it takes to craft the item 
Crafting Action The label for the actual crafting action 
Automatic Success A flag to indicate if crafting is always 

successful or not 
Success Chance The chance of success if not automatic (this 

field only appears if the previous one is 
false) 

Resulting Item What is produced by the crafting action 
Resulting Items A list of items that are produced by the 

crafting action. If you place items in this list, 
the single item above will be ignored 

Amount The quantity that is produced 
Simple Task Animation A flag to determine if crafting uses a simple 

model with only one animation or a 
complex model with also a start and end 
animation 

Start Animation An animation clip (optional) to override the 
default craft start animation 

Craft Animation An animation clip (optional) to override the 
default craft animation 

End Animation An animation clip (optional) to override the 
default craft end animation 

Requires Tools A flag to indicate the character needs to 
have specific tools in his inventory 

Tools An array of tools (Items) that the character 
needs to have. As long as the character has 
one, crafting can take place. This field is 
visible only if Requires Tools is ticked 

Requires Locations A flag to indicate crafting this recipe can 
happen only in specified location types 

Locations Types An array of CraftingLocationType the player 
needs to be in. As long as the current 
crafting location is of a type in this list, 
crafting can take place. This field is visible 
only if Requires Tools is ticked 

 

Crafting 
When using Eadon Character Controller, crafting can happen either in the inventory or in 
game. Irrespective of the method, the process is the same. A character can craft everything 
for which he has a recipe in his inventory or there is an implicit recipe for. Implicit recipes 
represent common knowledge, i.e. things that everyone knows how to craft. 
Recipes have ingredients, i.e. a list of what is needed to produce the final result. Recipes can 
also require tools (like a hammer) or explicit locations (like a forge, an alchemist lab, etc). In 
order to be able to craft, all the requirements need to be met. 



Tools are not consumed when crafting. 
 
Crafting can also be performed in game, i.e. outside of the inventory. You can enable In 
Game Crafting in the General tab of your character inspector. Once in game, you can open 
the In Game Crafting UI by holding the ROLL input for one second (see the inputs section for 
more info). To close the UI, hold again the ROLL input for one second. 
 

Crafting Locations 
Crafting locations are places where specific crafting recipes can be crafted, like a forge, an 
alchemist lab, etc. Every location has a type, which is a scriptable object used to define the 
type of location. It can be created by right clicking in the project and selecting the 
Create/Eadon/Inventory/Items/Crafting Location Type menu, and looks like this: 
 

 
 
Multiple locations can then share the same CraftingLocationType and will then behave the 
same way with regards to crafting recipes. 
 
Once a location type has been created, it can be used in a CraftingLocation. A 
CraftingLocation can be created via the Create/Eadon/Inventory/Items/Crafting Location 
menu, and looks like this: 
 

 
 



The Crafting Time Factor lets you increase (if less than 1) or decrease (if greater than 1) the 
time required to craft in that location (the time to craft is divided by this factor). 
 
To exploit a CraftingLocation, you need to use a CraftingLocationTrigger attached to a game 
object with a trigger collider big enough to cover the actual location (on the Triggers layer). 
A CraftingLocationTrigger looks like this: 
 

 
 
The On Enter and On Exit messages are displayed at the top of the screen when the player 
enters or exits the area. These are displayed via TextMesh Pro text elements and support all 
the rich text tags available. In addition, these two special placeholders can be used: 
 
Placeholder End result 

__NAME__ Will be replaced by the actual location name 
__DESC__ Will be replaced by the actual location description 

 

Equipment Points and Equipment Holders 
Equipment points are child transform of standard bones used to parent game objects when 
equipping items. The standard humanoid equipment points are the following: 
 

Head 

Neck 

Left shoulder 

Top back 

Right shoulder 

Left Hip 

Lower Back 

Right hip 

 
Every location has an EquipmentHolder component, used to parent spawned equipment 
objects, structured as follows: 
 



 
 
The fields are as follows: 
 
Field Use 

Location The location of the Equipment Holder. It is 
used by the inventory system to retrieve 
the correct holder when equipping an item 
and should not be duplicated 

Hand To Holder Clip The animation clip to override the default 
animation of the hand going to the holder. 
Leave empty to use the default animation 

Draw Weapon Clip The animation clip to override the default 
animation of the hand drawing the weapon 
from the holder. Leave empty to use the 
default animation 

Is Left Indicates if the animation is to be 
performed from the left hand (mirroring 
the default animation which plays on the 
right hand) 

Current Object Filled at runtime with the instantiated 
object 

 
 

Equipment Point Offset 
Equipment point offsets are instances of the Position Offset ScriptableObject. These are 
used to adjust position of items. Every Position Offset object looks like this: 
 



 
 
These objects store the position and rotation of an object. In order, for example, to correctly 
position a sword on the left hip of a character model you can follow these manual steps: 
 

1) Create a new Position Offset (right click in the project window and select the 
Create/Eadon/Inventory/Items/Position Offset menu) 

2) Parent the sword prefab/model to the Left Hip Equipment Holder item in the 
character skeleton 

3) Adjust position and rotation of the model (manipulating the item, NOT the actual 
holder 

4) Once you’re satisfied with the position, copy the position and rotation values of the 
item into the PositionOffset object you created earlier (a simple way to do this is to 
lock the inspector of the item, open a second inspector and select the Position Offset 
and copy/paste the values from the item to the offset object) 

5) Assign the Position Offset to the Equipment Point Offset field in the sword Weapon 
Scriptable Object 

6) Remove the item from the hierarchy 
 
Alternatively, you can use the automated way: 
 

1) Parent the sword prefab/model to the Left Hip Equipment Holder item in the 
character skeleton 

2) Adjust position and rotation of the model (manipulating the item, NOT the actual 
holder 

3) Once you’re satisfied with the position, add a PositionOffsetCreator component to 
the item prefab, press the “Save Position Offset” button and save a new Position 
Offset asset 

4) Remove the item from the hierarchy 
 
Once an item has a position offset assigned, it will automatically be applied when equipping 
the item. 
 
If all your characters have the same skeleton and proportions, you can use a single 
PositionOffset scriptable object for your items. If you have different skeletons, you have two 
options: 
 

1) Make a different item for every character 



2) Use per character spawn options 
 
Per character spawn options associate a character name (General tab in the inspector) with 
a PositionOffset and a Vector3 for the local scale. 
 

Item Actions 
Item actions are ScriptableObjects which define what happens when a combat action trigger 
is pressed when an item is equipped (see the Input Logic chapter). Item Actions look like the 
following example: 

 
 
Specific Item Action have more fields (see, for example, the Attack Item Action description 
in the Combat And Actions chapter). The generic fields common to every Item Action are: 
 
Field Use 

Item Logic An array of Item Logic ScriptableObject to 
be used by the action (see below) 

Can Perform Crouched A flag to indicate the action can be 
performed while crouched 

Can Perform Prone A flag to indicate the action can be 
performed while prone 

Action Tag An optional tag attached to the action 
(used, for example, by the RPG add on) 

Stamina Cost How much stamina is consumed by 
performing this action 



Can Be Triggered In Water A flag to indicate if the action can be 
triggered when the character is in water 
but not swimming 

Can Be Triggered Underwater A flag to indicate if the action can be 
triggered when the character is underwater 

Needs Item In Hand A flag to indicate if the action can be 
performed only if the item is in hand 

Action Description A label for the action (used by the UI 
system) 

 

Item Logic 
Item Logic are ScriptableObjects which can perform “actions” on an Eadon Controller. These 
are normally used by combat actions to activate effects (such as hit reactions) on the target 
of the action. More information on this topic can be found in the Combat And Actions 
chapter. 
 

Consumable Item Actions 
For Consumable Items, you can use the ConsumableAction. It looks like this: 
 

 
 



The extra fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Spawn Prefab A field for a prefab to be spawned while the 
action is running 

Hand Offset A position offset for the prefab 
Spawn On Hand Choice of which hand to spawn the prefab 

on 
Action Sound The sound to be played while the action is 

running 
Spawn VFX A prefab for a VFX to be spawned when the 

action is running 
Vfx Spawn On Hand If spawn vfx is set, this determines where 

it’s spawned. None means spawned at the 
character position 

Spawn VFX Delay A delay from the action start for the 
spawning of the VFX prefab 

Target Anim The name of the animation to play 
Override Clip The clip to use to override the animation 
Crouch Override Clip The clip to use to override the animation 

when crouched 
Prone Override Clip The clip to use to override the animation 

when prone 
 
 

How to create a Weapon 
Weapons in Eadon Controller have two different parts. The first part, which is essential, is 
the Weapon ScriptableObject described above. The second part is the actual prefab of the 
weapon which is needed in game. Eadon Controller comes with a few sample weapons 
already created and that can be used as reference.  
 
The structure of a weapon prefab is like the following: 
 

 
 

a) An empty parent GameObject 
b) The actual model 
c) A child GameObject for the Damage Collider 

 
The parent GameObject needs to have a Weapon Hook component, which looks like the 
following: 
 



 
 
 
These fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Left Hand IK Target Where to position the left hand (only 
needed for two handed weapons and 
shooting weapons) 

Raycast Origin The origin of the shooting raycast (only 
needed for shooting weapons) 

Hit Effect A prefab for a particle system to be 
spawned on hit 

Muzzle Flash An array of particle systems to be spawned 
when shooting (only needed for shooting 
weapons) 

Audio Source The audio source for the weapon sound 
effects. If empty, an audio source on the 
controller (if available) will be used 

Weapon Trail The prefab to use for weapon trails 
Weapon Vfx The prefab for weapon VFX (flames, etc) 
Aim Trigger The animator trigger to optionally activate 

on the weapon when aiming (requires an 
animator on the weapon) 

Release Trigger The animator trigger to optionally activate 
on the weapon when shooting (requires an 
animator on the weapon) 



Reload Trigger The animator trigger to optionally activate 
on the weapon when reloading (requires an 
animator on the weapon) 

 
The Damage Collider is a child game object with a collider and a Damage Collider 
component, placed on the Damage Colliders layer. The game object looks like this example: 
 

 
 
The Colliders field is a reference to the actual colliders. The Damage Collider component will 
automatically collect all the colliders on itself and all children, set the colliders to trigger and 
be disabled.  
 
A weapon can have only one damage collider, but it can have multiple actual colliders. For 
example, a whip can have multiple bones animated during the attack animation. Every bone 
can have a collider and when the weapon attack action activates the damage collider, all the 
colliders will become active triggers. 
 
The object containing the DamageCollider and the actual Collider can optionally have a 
CinemachineCollisionImpulseSource component attached to automatically generate a 
camera shake on impact: 



 
 
Melee weapons can be created using a wizard located under Eadon/Create/Create Melee 
Weapon. The wizard looks like this: 
 



 
 
Setting the two fields will create a weapon correctly set up, in a prefab located under “Cogs 
& Goggles/Eadon Character Controller/Assets/Prefabs/Weapons”. 
 

How to create a Shooting Weapon 
Shooting Weapons in Eadon Controller are structured like melee weapons. Eadon Controller 
comes with a few sample weapons already created and that can be used as reference. 
They have a structure similar to the following example: 
 



 
 
The corresponding Weapon Hook on the parent game object has references to all the 
components: 
 

 
 

Animated Weapons 
Some weapons are just static meshes, like a simple sword. Other, like a bow, are a skinned 
mesh with bones and animations (like the drawing of the string and releasing it. In this case, 
make sure your animator is placed in a child object of the WeaponHook component. The 
weapon hook will automatically set the triggers for Aim when aiming starts, for Release 
when the weapon is shot and for Reload when reloading starts. 
 



 

How to create a Magic Item 
A magic item is treated like a weapon but will use Spell Item Actions instead of Attack Item 
Actions. Spell Item Action look like this: 

 
 

 
Spell Item Actions trigger the Spell from the Item Action Spell field. 
 

Making Items available in the controller 
Once an item has been created, it needs to be added to the Resources Manager. This is as 
simple as dragging the created item on the All Items section of the Resources Manager 
Scriptable Object: 
 



 
 

Picking Up Items 
Eadon Controller comes with a component called Pickup Trigger that lets you create pick-
ups. It looks like this: 
 





 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Trigger Collider If empty, the component will look for a 
collider on the game object 

Action Input Variable The bool variable for the input button 
Resources Manager The ResourceManager file with the items in 

use 
Confirmation UI A reference for a pickup confirmation UI.  
Confirmation UI Delay A delay to show the confirmation UI from 

the moment the action is triggered  
On Controller Enter The UnityEvent triggered when the 

character enters the trigger area 
On Controller Stay The UnityEvent triggered when the 

character stays in the trigger area 
On Controller Exit The UnityEvent triggered when the 

character leaves the trigger area 
On Action Triggered The UnityEvent triggered when the 

character triggers the pickup action 
Generic Action Name It displays which animator state is going to 

play. This is a StringReference, i.e. a field 
which can hold either a string or a 
StringVariable ScriptableObject. Eadon 
Controller comes with a set of predefined 
StringVariables with all the states in the 
animator 

Override Clip An Animation Clip to override the default 
clip 

Hide Left Weapon A flag to hide the left hand weapon (if 
present) before triggering the animation 

Hide Right Weapon A flag to hide the right hand weapon (if 
present) before triggering the animation 

Disable After Action If checked, after the character has picked 
up items, the pickup trigger game object 
will deactivate 

Align With Trigger A flag to indicate the character should 
rotate to look at the trigger position 



Empty After Pickup If checked, the pick-up will be empty after 
the character picks up the items, otherwise 
items can be picked up indefinitely 

Auto Pickup If false and Confirmation UI is a valid 
prefab, then executing the action will 
activate a confirmation UI, otherwise the 
items will be picked up without interaction 

Match Targets A list of match targets (see below) 
Items To Pick Up An array of items and quantities to pick up 

 

Match Targets 
Match targets are used to align a skeleton bone to a transform. They look like this: 
 

 
 
Avatar target can be one of root, body left/right hand or left/right foot. Use root to align the 
character position, use body to align the hips. This happens during the animation being 
played, and the curves are used to control the relative blend (0 means original value from 
the animation, 1 means the full value from the target). 
 
 
 

  



Input Logic 
The default implementation of Eadon Controller utilizes the following inputs: 
 
Input Type Use Button Type 

Horizontal Axis Character horizontal movement N/A 
Vertical Axis Character vertical movement N/A 
Camera 
Horizontal 

Axis Camera horizontal movement N/A 

Camera Vertical Axis Camera vertical movement N/A 
Jump Button Jump action, use with Modifier to use 

consumable from quick slot 
Down 

Roll Button Press to roll, use with Modifier to cast spell 
from quick slot 

Down 

Crouch Button Crouch action, hold to go prone Current 
Run Button Toggles run state Down 
Generic Action Button Generic action (pick up, open, etc) Down & 

Current 
Combat Action 1 Button These three combat actions can be used, for 

example, as weak attack, strong attack or 
parry. Generally speaking, each corresponds 
to a combat action on an item 

Down & 
Current Combat Action 2 Button 

Combat Action 3 Button 

Modifier Button Holding this button while pressing one of 
the combat action inputs triggers an action 
from an alternate set of actions defined on 
the item 

Current 

Secondary 
Action 

Button Secondary action (pick up, open, etc) Down & 
Current 

Toggle 
Inventory 

Button Shows/hides the inventory Down 

Left Hand Slot Button Moves to the next item in the slot Current 
Right Hand Slot Button Moves to the next item in the slot Current 
Spell Slot Button Moves to the next item in the slot Current 
Consumable 
Slot 

Button Moves to the next item in the slot Current 

Drop Item Button Drops an item from the inventory Down 
Use Item Button Uses an item in the inventory Down 
Toggle Lock On Button Toggles Lock On mode on and off Down 
UpDown Axis Used when swimming to go down and up, 

also used via Malbers HAP integration for 
flying creatures 

N/A 

Toggle In Game 
Crafting 

Button Shows/hides the ingame craft UI Down 

In Game 
Crafting 

Button Performs crafting Down/Current 

Pause Button Pauses/unpauses the game Down 
UI Horizontal Axis   



UI Vertical Axis   
UI Submit Button  Down 
UI Cancel Button  Down 

 
Button of type Down react to the on down event of the button, while Current button return 
the state of the button in that frame; they are used for buttons that need to be held down. 
Eadon Controller works exactly the same way irrespective of which input system is used. 
Eadon Controller comes with a set of pre-generated input assets for all supported input 
systems (for Rewired and the New Input System they come with the support package), but if 
needed all the input assets can be created via the following menu commands: 
 

• Eadon/Setup/Setup Legacy Inputs (for legacy Unity input system) 

• Eadon/Setup/Setup Rewired Inputs (for Rewired) 

• Eadon/Setup/Setup New Input System Inputs (for Unity new input system) 
 
Please note that the last two menu commands will only appear after you enable the support 
in the settings window and trying to use the input assets for a system which is not imported 
will not work. 
 

Default Input Mapping 
By default, the inputs are mapped as follows: 
 
Input Mouse/Keyboard PS Controller Xbox Controller Generic  

Horizontal A,D Left Stick 
Horizontal 

Left Stick 
Horizontal 

Left Stick 
Horizontal 

Vertical W,S Left Stick 
Vertical 

Left Stick 
Vertical 

Left Stick 
Vertical 

Camera 
Horizontal 

Mouse Horizontal Right Stick 
Horizontal 

Right Stick 
Horizontal 

Right Stick 
Horizontal 

Camera 
Vertical 

Mouse Vertical Right Stick 
Vertical 

Right Stick 
Vertical 

Right Stick 
Vertical 

Jump Space Circle B Bottom Row 2 
Roll Q Square X Top Row 1 
Crouch C Left Stick Click Left Stick Click Left Stick Click 
Run R Triangle Y Top Row 2 
Generic Action E Cross A Bottom Row 1 
Combat Action 
1 

LMB Right Shoulder Right Shoulder Right Shoulder 

Combat Action 
2 

1 Right Trigger Right Trigger Right Trigger 

Combat Action 
3 

RMB Left Shoulder Left Shoulder Left Shoulder 

Modifier Left Shift Left Trigger Left Trigger Left Trigger 
Secondary 
Action 

F Square X Top Row 1 



Camera Zoom Mouse Wheel Left Stick 
Vertical 

Left Stick 
Vertical 

Left Stick 
Vertical 

Toggle 
Inventory 

I Touchpad Click View Button Center 1 

Left Hand Slot Left Arrow D-Pad Left D-Pad Left D-Pad Left 
Right Hand Slot Right Arrow D-Pad Right D-Pad Right D-Pad Right 
Spell Slot Up Arrow D-Pad Up D-Pad Up D-Pad Up 
Consumable 
Slot 

Down Arrow D-Pad Down D-Pad Down D-Pad Down 

Drop Item X Circle B Bottom Row 2 
Use Item U Cross A Bottom Row 1 
Toggle Lock On L Right Stick Click Right Stick Click Right Stick 

Click 
UpDown Y (down), U (up) Square (down), 

Circle (up) 
X (down), B (up) Top Row 1 

(down), 
Bottom Row 2 
(up) 

In Game 
Crafting 

J Triangle Y Top Row 2 

Pause P Options Start Center 2 
UI Horizontal Left and Right 

arrows 
Left Stick 
Horizontal 

Left Stick 
Horizontal 

Left Stick 
Horizontal 

UI Vertical Up and Down 
arrows 

Left Stick 
Vertical 

Left Stick 
Vertical 

Left Stick 
Vertical 

UI Submit Enter Cross A Bottom Row 1 
UI Cancel ESC Circle B Bottom Row 2 

 
 

Unity Legacy Input System 
Unity legacy input needs to be configured. Configuration can be done manually, by creating 
input axis named as per the table above or by importing the Legacy Input Manager 
Settings.unitypackage package located in Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon Character 
Controller/Integrations/Packages. The package can be imported also via the Settings 
window. Importing this package will show the following prompt from the Unity editor: 



 
The prompt is due to the fact that the package includes settings, but since it only includes 
the input settings it’s safe to continue. Pressing Import will show the following dialogue 
from which the input settings can be imported: 
 

 
Using the legacy input system without setting up or importing the axis definition will cause a 
constant stream of errors in the console and the character and camera will not work. 
 



Unity New Input System 
Support for Unity New Input System needs to be enabled in the settings window. Once 
enabled, a new compilation flag will be added in the Player section of the project settings. 
Once Unity recompiles, the new input system will be enabled. Eadon Controller comes with 
a predefined Input Action Asset with all actions already in place. It is located in 
Assets/Eadon/New Input System/EadonController ActionsAsset.  
Actions can be reconfigured, with new bindings added or changed but should not be 
renamed. 
 

Rewired 
Support for Rewired needs to be enabled in the settings window. Once enabled, a new 
compilation flag will be added in the Player section of the project settings. Once Unity 
recompiles, the Rewired will be enabled. Eadon Controller comes with a predefined Rewired 
Input Manager prefab with all actions already in place. It is located in 
Assets/Eadon/Rewired/Rewired Input Manager.  
Actions can be reconfigured, with new bindings added or changed but should not be 
renamed. 
 

Camera Zoom and Throw Zoom 
In order to implement camera zoom on both keyboard and mouse, camera zoom works by 
holding the MODIFIER input and using the VERTICAL input. Camera will not zoom if: 
 

• The character is holding a shooting weapon or a throwable object 

• The character is throwing or aiming 
 
While the camera zooms in and out, the character will not move. 
 
When throwing an item, the end point of the throw can be moved the same way. 
 
As an alternative, if you don’t plan to support controllers, you can tick the Use Zoom Axis 
checkbox in the EadonCinemachineCamera component (located in the Input Manager child 
of the character). You can also disable camera zoom entirely (this will not affect the throw 
functionality). The component looks like this: 



 
  



Ragdolls 
When you create a character, you can optionally add a ragdoll. A ragdoll can be also added 
later to an existing character by selecting it in the hierarchy and using the 
Eadon/Create/Setup Ragdoll menu. 
 
Once the ragdoll is created it will automatically be used for the following: 
 

1) Death by ragdoll (can be disabled in the General tab of the inspector) 
2) Ragdoll on fall if damaged (enabled if death by ragdoll is active) 
3) Ragdoll on hit using the EnableRagdoll Item Logic action 

 

PuppetMaster 
If you want to use PuppetMaster, see the chapter on PuppetMaster integration. A 
PuppetMaster ragdoll will be used instead of a normal one in all the cases listed above. 
 
  



Combat and Actions 
As discussed previously in the Inventory And Items chapter, items have ItemActions 
assigned. In the case of a weapon, these are AttackItemActions, ChargedAttackActions, 
ChargeableAttackActions, RepeatingAttackActions, FireWeaponAction (Aiming), 
FireWeaponAction (Hip Fire), FireWeaponAction. Attack Item Actions define how the attack 
happens. AttackItemActions have a list of Action Data structures, which control what 
happens while the animation plays. The possible options are: 
 

• Unarmed combat 

• Enabling damage colliders 

• Enable counter attacks 

• Enable parry 

• Enable combos 

• Enable shoot weapon (hip fire) 

• Enable shoot blank 

• Enable particles 

• Enable weapon trails 

• Enable weapon Vfx 

• Throw projectiles 

• Throw spell projectiles 

• Slow time 
 
You can have up to 5 action data elements. The inspector will let you create more, but at 
runtime only the first five are used, the rest are ignored (this is for performance and 
memory reasons, but if you want to enable more, edit the AnimatorAttackAction.cs 

script and change the value of the MaxActionData field at the top of the script). 
 
This lets you correctly model an attack pattern from an animation in which the character 
attacks first with one hand, then with the other. 
 

Unarmed Combat 
Unarmed combat is treated exactly like normal melee combat, in the sense that Eadon 
Controller has a definition for a weapon called Unarmed Weapon. Unarmed Weapon is 
conceptually like any other weapon but works slightly different in the sense that the 
character always has a number of Unarmed Weapons attached to the skeleton (in the hands 
and feet), created by the character creation wizard. These prefabs are structured like any 
other weapon prefab but using an Unarmed Damage Collider instead of a normal Damage 
Collider. They look like this: 
 



 
 
The difference is the presence of a Collider Location field. Valid locations for an unarmed 
collider are the following: 
 

• Head 

• Left Hand 

• Right Hand 

• Left Foot 

• Right Foot 

• Tail 

• Left Wing 

• Right Wing 

• Head 2 

• Head 3 

• Head 4 

• Head 5 

• Head 6 

• Head 7 

• Tail 2 

• Tail 3 

• Extra 1 

• Extra 2 

• Extra 3 

• Extra 4 

• Extra 5 
 
The unarmed collider location is used in the Action Data to enable/disable a specific collider. 
 
If you use a generic rig character, you need to create a new unarmed weapon for that 
character, with combat actions based on the relevant available animations. 
 

Action Data 
Action Data is a struct field in Attack Item Action which contains all the events which can 
happen while an attack animation plays. As stated before, you can have multiple Action 



Data for a single attack action, and the different Action Data can reference different 
unarmed colliders. 
 
This is an example of Attack Item Action for a punch attack: 
 

 
 

 
The elements specific to a weapon attack are: 
 
Field Use 

Is Unarmed Indicates whether the attack is unarmed or not 
Unarmed Collider If the attack is unarmed, which unarmed collider to use 
Enable Colliders If the damage colliders are enabled for this attack 
Start Damage Time At which moment in the animation to enable damage 

colliders 



End Damage Time At which moment in the animation to disable damage 
colliders 

Enable Counter Attack If counter attack is enabled while performing the action 
Start Counter Attack Time At which moment in the animation to enable counter 

attack 
End Counter Attack Time At which moment in the animation to disable counter 

attack 
Enable Parry If parry is enabled for this action 
Start Parry Time At which moment in the animation to enable parry 
End Parry Time At which moment in the animation to disable parry 
Enable Combos If combos are enabled for this action 
Start Combo Time At which moment in the animation to enable combos 
End Combo Time At which moment in the animation to disable combos 
Enable Shoot Weapon If shooting (hip fire) is enabled for this action 
Shoot Weapon Time At which moment in the animation to shoot the weapon 
Enable Blank Shoot Weapon If shooting blanks is enabled for this action (i.e. uses a 

bullet but doesn’t deal damage), useful for shooting 
parry 

Shoot Blank Time At which moment in the animation to shoot a blank 
ammo 

Enable Particles If particles are enabled during the action 
Start Particle Time At which moment in the animation to enable particles 
End Particle Time At which moment in the animation to disable particles 
Enable Weapon Trail If weapon trails are enabled for this action 
Start Weapon Trail At which moment in the animation to enable weapon 

trails 
End Weapon Trail At which moment in the animation to disable weapon 

trails 
Start Weapon Vfx At which moment in the animation to enable weapon 

VFX 
End Weapon Vfx At which moment in the animation to disable weapon 

VFX 
Enable Throw Projectile If the action throws a projectile 
Throw Projectile Time At which moment in the animation to throw a projectile 
Enable Throw Spell Projectile If the action throws a spell projectile 
Throw Spell Projectile Time At which moment in the animation to throw a spell 

projectile 
Use Slow Time If time is slowed during this action 
Time Curve A curve which determines the time scale factor during 

the animation. The scale factor is limited in code to 0.1 
to prevent accidentally stopping the game 

 
All the time fields are 0-1 float fields which contain the time as percentage of the animation 
time (0 is the very beginning, 0.5 is exactly in the middle of the animation, 1 is at the very 
end). 
 
The other fields in Attack Item Action are: 



 
Field Use 

Target Anim Which animator state is going to play. This is a 
StringReference, i.e. a field which can hold either a 
string or a StringVariable ScriptableObject. Eadon 
Controller comes with a set of predefined 
StringVariables with all the states in the animator 

Override Clip An Animation Clip to override the default clip 
Override Clip Crouched An Animation Clip to override the default clip when 

crouched 
Override Clip Prone An Animation Clip to override the default clip when 

prone 
Override Clip Flight An Animation Clip to override the default clip while 

flying 
Override Clip Water An Animation Clip to override the default clip while 

swimming 
Override Clip Underwater An Animation Clip to override the default clip while 

underwater 
Assign Combo The Item Action for the combo that can be triggered 

while performing this action 
Attack Sound A sound to play when the attack is triggered 
Hit Sound A sound to play when the attack hits. Leave empty if you 

use the InpactAudio item logic 
Parry Type The type of parry reaction on the parried character, 

choice of None, Stun, Throw To Ground or Parry 
Reaction 

Parry Hit Reaction Data The hit reaction parameters to use when a character is 
parried 

Attack Interrupted Reaction 
Data 

The hit reaction parameters to use when a character’s 
attack is interrupted by a counter attack  

Override Clip Parry Received An Animation Clip to override the default parry received 
animation on the target for this attack 

Override Clip Attack 
Interrupted 

An Animation Clip to override the default attack 
interrupted (successful counterattack) animation on the 
target for this attack 

Override Clip Parry Reaction An Animation Clip to override the default parry reaction 
animation on the target for this attack 

Play Animation On Successful 
Parry 

A flag to indicate the player should play an animation 
when parry is successful 

Override Clip Parry Attack An Animation Clip to override the default parry 
successful animation on the player if enabled 

Parry Sound An AudioClip to play when parry is successful 
Parry VFX A VFX prefab to spawn on successful parry 

 
 



Parry 
An action can perform a parry if it’s Action Data had parry enabled and a start and end time 
set. 
Once configured, the system will check (during that period of time) for ongoing actions in 
other controllers which can be parried. If it is the case, then a parry will be triggered. 
Parrying an attack can trigger different reactions on the parried character (depending on the 
choice made in the parry action): 
 

• None: no effect on the attacker, the attack is parried and no damage happens 

• Stun: parrying an attack leaves the attacker stunned and open to a finisher (see 
below) 

• Thrown To Ground: the parried character is thrown to the ground 

• Parry Reaction: the parried character plays a parry reaction 
 
For stun type parry, the stun effect is controlled by the following parameters: 
 

 
 
Stun Start Time and Stun End Time refer to time within the stunned animation (0 means the 
start and 1 means the end of the animation). 
 
You can also perform a shooting parry, i.e. a parry action with a shooting weapon. See 
below the section on hip firing. 
 

Parry Stance 
If you prefer, you can create a ParryStanceAction to handle your parry. This is a continuous 
action, where you can start a parry which will continue for as long as you hold the input 
button down. 
 

Combos 
In order to enable combos, an Attack Item Action needs to have a combo action (i.e. 
another Attack Item Action) and its Action Data needs to have combo enabled and a start 
and end time set. 
Once that is configured, a combo time window will open and pressing the input button for 
the action again during that interval of time will trigger the combo. 
 

Counter Attacks 
If an attack hits while the counter attack window of the target is open, it will play the Attack 
Interrupted animation instead of the normal hit reaction. That animation is longer and 
includes a stagger motion and will “lock” the target longer preventing a new action. 
A successful counter attack can also stun the receiver, the option is controlled by this 
section of the Attack Item Action: 



 

 
 
Stun Start Time and Stun End Time refer to time within the stunned animation (0 means the 
start and 1 means the end of the animation). 
 

Backstabbing 
A melee weapon can be used for a backstab attack. To perform a backstab attack, the target 
must be in front of the character facing away from the character. The arc for the backstab is 
60˚, to be precise the angle between the forward direction of the character and the forward 
direction of the target must be less than 30˚ in either direction (giving an arc of 60˚). When 
dealing damage, if the above condition is satisfied and the weapon allows backstabbing, 
then the damage dealt is multiplied by the weapon backstab multiplier. 
 

Charged Attack Action  
Charged Attack Actions are attack actions which require a charge time, i.e. pressing and 
holding the attack input for a specified period of time before release. They look like this: 
 



 



 
 
The new fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Min Charge Time The minimum time required to charge the action 
Max Charge Time The maximum time to charge 
Fail If Less Than Min A flag that determines if the action fails if the input is 

released before the minimum charge time 
Execute If More Than Max A flag that determines it the action triggers 

automatically when the max charge time is reached 
Interrupt On Damage A flag that determines if the action is interrupted if the 

character receives damage while charging 
Indicator Prefab The indicator to put on screen to show the charge level 

(a sample one is provided) 
Invalid Color The color to display in the indicator while the action is 

charging and time is below the minimum threshold 
Valid Color The color to display in the indicator while the action is 

charging and time is above the minimum threshold 
Use Charged Damage A flag to determine if this action should use the charged 

damage or the normal weapon damage 
Charged Damage The charged damage 

 
 

Chargeable Attack Actions 
A Chargeable Attack Action is a Charged Attack that performs like a normal attack if the 
input is released before the minimum attack time. The inspector is a combination of the 
editor for a normal attack action and a charged attack action to handle both cases. 
 



Lock On 
Pressing the Lock On input when an enemy is in the front arc of the player activates the lock 
on mode (this is the default setting but can be changed in the character inspector in the 
combat tab). For this to happen, the LockOnLogic action needs to be added to the Input 
Manager ActionHook (this is set up by default by the wizard): 
 

 
 
The LockOnLogic action looks like this: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 



Button The Input Button to monitor 
Controller Variable The ControllerVariable for the player 
Lockon The BoolVariable to use to set lock on 
Toggle Lock On Event The GameEvent to raise when lock on is 

enabled 
Delta The global delta time variable 
Lock On Distance The distance an enemy need to be within in 

order to be considered a valid lock on 
target 

Camera Transform The TransformVariable for the camera 
 
In order for a game object to be considered a valid lock on target, besides being in front and 
within the distance, it needs to have a component implementing the ILockable interface. 

The following components are valid lock on targets: 
 

• EadonController 

• LockOnTarget (a simple component with no fields) 

• BreakableObject (a component to manage breakable objects, see the chapter on 
Environment) 

• EadonAiMalbersAnimalController (part of Eadon AI, used for Malbers Animal 
Controller NPCs) 

• EadonAiInvectorController (part of Eadon AI, used for Invector TPC NPCs) 
 
The Combat tab of the character inspector lets you specify tags to validate targets. No tag 
means no filtering, if tags are there then those will be the only valid tags. 
 

Auto Lock On 
As an alternative, you can enable Auto Lock On in the Combat tab of the player inspector. If 
enabled, the Lock On Input will be ignored and the character will automatically enter Lock 
On status. 
 
If Auto Lock On is enabled, the player will remain locked on until there are no more targets 
in range. 
 

Auto Rotate and Dash 
If DOTween is installed and enabled in the settings, the character gets options to auto 
rotate and auto dash towards the target when triggering melee attack actions. 
For this to happen, the character needs a target. If the character is locked on, then the 
character is the current lock on target. If the character is not locked on, the character will 
rotate and dash towards the last target hit. This transient target will be reset if the character 
hits a non hittable object or if 10 seconds pass without hitting the target. 
 

Damage 
Damage per attack is defined on the weapon, in the Damage section: 
 



 
 
Damage is split into two main sections: 
 

• Instant damage is the damage which is applied immediately on hit 

• Damage Over Time is damage which is applied over time as an effect of the attack 
 
An example would be a flamethrower, which deals damage immediately but also sets the 
target on fire dealing x damage per second over the next 10 seconds. 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Instant Damage   
 Damage Type The type of the damage 
 Value The amount of damage 
 Max Value If greater than value, then the actual damage 

will be a random number between value and 
max value 



 Critical Damage 
Chance 

Chance that the attack will inflict critical 
damage. Range is from 0 meaning no chance 
to 1 meaning always 

 Critical Damage 
Multiplier 

If the attack generates a critical hit, the 
damage will be multiplied by this factor 

Damage Over Time   
 Damage Type The type of the damage 
 Value The amount of damage inflicted at the first 

iteration 
 Max Value If greater than value, then the actual damage 

will be a random number between value and 
max value 

 Critical Damage 
Chance 

Chance that the attack will inflict critical 
damage. Range is from 0 meaning no chance 
to 1 meaning always 

 Critical Damage 
Multiplier 

If the attack generates a critical hit, the 
damage will be multiplied by this factor 

 DoT Length For how long the damage has effect 
 DoT Value The amount of damage every iteration 
 DoT Frequency The frequency of the damage 
AoE Radius  The radius of the Area of Effect damage. Leave 

at 0 to disable AoE 
Target Layers  The layers of valid targets 
Target Tags  The tags of valid targets (leave empty to 

ignore) 
 

Combat Sequence 
When the player triggers an Attack Item Action, the following steps happen in Eadon 
Controller: 
 

1) The Monitor Attack Input state action detects the input 
2) The Monitor Attack Input triggers its attack response action (Play Item Action in the 

default graph) 
3) Play Item Action checks if the action is a parry on an enemy attack 
4) If not, the item action is retrieved (via the inventory, the current item and the input) 
5) The item action is executed 
6) The item action triggers an animation 
7) The weapon used controls events and opens the damage colliders as defined in the 

Action Data 
8) If the damage colliders hit a valid target, the item action is notified 
9) If the item action has any item logic (i.e. hit reactions), these are applied to the 

defender 
10) The attacking controller applies damage to the target controller 

 



Shooting 
A Shooting Weapon is treated like a normal Weapon, but with Fire Weapon Actions instead 
of Attack Item Actions. A major difference is that Shooting Weapons can optionally aim. 
Aiming means that the character will move to an aiming pose, the field of view of the 
camera will change (zooming in) and a crosshair will appear to indicate the aiming point. 
Aiming is handled through the Modifier input: if the character has equipped a Shooting 
Weapon, and the weapon can aim, holding the Modifier key will activate the aiming mode 
and deactivate it on release. This means that in order to shoot a weapon while aiming, the 
Fire Weapon Actions need to be placed in the Modified section. 
 

Shooting Sequence 
When the player triggers a Fire Weapon Action, the following steps happen in Eadon 
Controller: 
 

1) The Monitor Aiming state action checks if aiming should be enabled 
2) The Monitor Attack Input state action detects the input 
3) The Monitor Attack Input triggers its attack response action (Play Item Action in the 

default graph) 
4) The item action is retrieved (via the inventory, the current item and the input) 
5) The item action is executed 
6) The item action triggers an animation 
7) The Fire Weapon Action will either raycast (possibly with a tracer effect) and deal 

damage or spawn a projectile 
8) In the case of a projectile, movement and damage logic are handled through the 

projectile prefab 
 

Shooting Weapon Inverse Kinematic 
Shooting weapons need some setup for inverse kinematic positioning of hands. The left 
hand is easy, it will be placed on the Left Hand IK Target assigned in the WeaponHook of the 
weapon (if set).  
For the right hand, the process is the following: 
 

1) Start the game and equip the weapon 
2) Select the character in the hierarchy, go to the inspector and click on the Debug tab 
3) Click on the checkbox “Debug Force Aiming” to force the character into the aiming 

pose 
4) Expand the character in the hierarchy and select the EC Right Hand Target object 

(Character -> EC Aim Pivot -> EC Right Hand Target) 
5) Position the target where needed and oriented as desired 
6) Add a PositionOffsetCreator component to the IK target and save the position offset 
7) Assign the newly created position offset to the Right Hand IK Position Offset field in 

the weapon definition 
 

Hip Fire 
A ShootingWeapon can also be “hip fired”, i.e. fired without aiming. In order to do this, you 
need to create an HipFireWeaponAction and in the action data you need to tick “Enable 



Shoot Weapon” and set the moment for the actual shot to happen. You also have the option 
to shoot blanks, i.e. a shot that consumes ammo but doesn’t deal damage. If you combine 
this with enabling parry in your shooting action then you can replicate the shooting parry 
from the game Bloodborne. 
 

Automatic Weapon Fire 
If a weapon has a rate of fire greater than 0, you can use a FireAttomaticWeaponAction to 
fire continuously (as long as you hold the input button) as per the rate of fire. It looks like 
this: 
 

 
 
The Play Per Shot determines how the animation is played. If ticked, the animation will play 
every time the weapon shoots, otherwise the animation will play continuously while firing. 
In this second case, the animation needs to be looping. 
 

Bows 
Bows can be set up either with static meshes (in which case they behave like every other 
shooting weapon, or with a skinned mesh renderer (to animate the string and the bow 
bending). In this second case, you will need an animator for the bow, set up with draw and 
release animations. The example bow is animated. The bow animator has three states: 
draw, hold and release, which are controlled by two animator triggers. It looks like this: 



 

 
 
The triggers are managed by the WeaponHook component on the bow prefab: 
 

 
 
This setup does not have any constraint on the actual bow skeleton and bone hierarchy. 
Please note that the bow has an IK target for the other hand set to the tip of the drawn bow 
string. 
Also, due to animation poses, the sample bow uses two different offsets and two different 
positions of the off hand IK targetfor the item in hand in aim and idle pose. 
 

Multiple Ammo Types 
Shooting weapons can be set up to use multiple shooting weapons by adding them in the 
Alternative Ammunition section of the ShootingWeapon scriptable object. In order to 
change ammo in game, you need to be using the weapon and be aiming. While aiming, 



press the left hand slot input or the right slot input will bring up the ammo selection UI, 
from which you can scroll and pick the ammo type to use: 
 

 
 
You can scroll backwards and forward with the left/right hand slot inputs. The UI closes 
automatically after 3 seconds from the last input. The weapon will then switch to the last 
selected ammo type. If you want to change the timeout, you need to open the character 
graph of your character and change this: 
 

 
 

Projectiles 
Projectiles are used by ShootingWeapons and Spells. There are two components to a 
Projectile, damage and movement. 
 

Projectile Damage 
Damage from a projectile is handled through the ProjectileDamage component. It looks like 
this: 
 



 
 
The Damage section allows for damage like any weapon, i.e. instant damage and damage 
over time. 
The Item Logic field allows for a hit reaction. 
 

Projectile Movement Using Transform 
Projectiles can move using their transform. This type of movement is not physically accurate 
but is more lightweight. To implement it, use the TransformMotionProjectile component: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Attach To Target A flag to determine if the projectile should attach to 
the target  



Max Distance The maximum distance the projectile travels 
Speed The speed of the projectile 
Time Delay The delay between spawning and moving 
Target An optional target to follow 
Collides With A LayerMask for the layers to collide with 
Spawn on Collision The GameObjects to spawn on collision 
Collision Offset Effects are spawned at hit point plus the hit normal 

multiplied by this offset. Leave at 0 for the exact 
contact point, any value will move along the normal 

Destroy Time Delay Delay before destroying the spawned effects and 
the projectile 

Collision Effect in World Space Whether to spawn the effects in world space (if 
true) or local space 

Deactivated Objects On Collision The objects to deactivate on collision 
Use Target Position After Collision Whether to leave the projectile at target point 
Look At Normal Orient spawned effects to look at the collision point 

normal 
Random Move Radius Used to make the projectile move randomly while 

following a trajectory. Indicates the amplitude of 
the random move 

Random Move Speed Scale Used to make the projectile move randomly while 
following a trajectory. Indicates the amplitude of 
the speed of the random move 

 

Projectile Movement using Rigidbody 
Projectiles can move using physics if they have a Rigidbody component. To implement it, use 
the PhysicsMotionProjectile component: 
 



 
 
Compared to TransformMotionProjectile, the differences are: 
 
Field Use 

Mass The projectile Rigidbody mass 
Air Drag The air drag of the Rigidbody 
Use Gravity Whether the Rigidbody uses gravity 
Freeze Rotation Whether the Rigidbody needs to freeze rotations 
Random Speed Offset A random speed change factor 
Force Mode The force mode for the forces applied to the 

Rigidbody 
Add Realtime Force A force applied to the Rigidbody during 

FixedUpdate() 
Min Speed Minimum speed for the Rigidbody 
Use Collision Detection Whether the projectile should use collision detection 
Collider Radius If yes, what is the radius of the sphere collider used 

for collision detection 
 
 



Spells 
Spells are special abilities which are triggered in two ways, either as equipped abilities or 
through an item as an Item Action. 
 

Spells as equipped abilities 
Eadon Controller supports Spells as special abilities. Spells are an Item type, like weapons 
and consumables. There is a quick slot for spells (the top one in the game UI and the lower 
one in the Equipment page of the inventory UI. Once a spell is equipped in the quick slots it 
can be selected just like a weapon. Spells can be cast by pressing the Modifier input 
together with the Crouch input. 
 

Spells as Item Actions 
Magic Items can be implemented by using a Spell Item Action as one of their actions. Spell 
Items Actions have a reference to the spell to cast and are treated like normal Item Actions, 
i.e., triggered with an input. 
 
 

Item Logic 
ItemLogic ScriptableObjects are additional sub actions which are executed on the target of 
an attack action. The predefined ones are: 
 
Action Effect 

Hit Reaction Plays an animation on the target controller 
Impact Audio Plays a sound on impact, from either the 

target, the surface hit or the action itself 
Impact VFX Activates a VFX on impact, from either the 

target, the surface hit or the action itself 
Push Back Apply a force to the target (if it has a 

Rigidbody) from the point of impact 
Enable Ragdoll Activates the ragdoll on the target (if he has 

one) after an optional delay 
 
It is advised to create as many ItemLogic assets as needed. 
 
Impact Audio and Impact VFX have the option to use either one sound/VFX prefab or 
multiple ones and randomly select from a list. In the second case, the single one is ignored. 
 
 

Executions 
Eadon Controller comes with an execution system which requires Eadon AI on the target. 
In order to enable the execution system, you need to add an ExecutionDetector component 
to the player (use the Eadon/Create/Add Execution Detector menu) and an 
ExecutionTrigger component to all executable NPCs (use the Eadon/Create/Add Execution 
Trigger menu). 
 



When an executable NPC enters the detector trigger, it will enable the execution trigger on 
the NPC and when the player is inside that trigger an on screen prompt for the execution 
will appear. 
 
Executions are only possible if the current weapon of the character has at least one 
execution action assigned. If more than one is present, one will be chosen at random. 
Execution actions can be created using the Create/Eadon/Actions/Item Actions/Execution 
Action menu. Execution Actions look like this: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Execution Death Time The point on the animation (0 = beginning, 1 means 
the end) when the target dies. At that point it will 
switch to death animation or ragdoll death 

Is Crouched Execution A flag to indicate the execution is a crouched one (i.e. 
the character starts crouched) and can only 
performed while the character is crouched 

Player Animation The animation to play on the player 
Target Animation The animation to play on the target 
Offset From Target The position the player needs to be relative to the 

target 
Generic Targets The data to use for generic targets (see below) 

 
After the execution, the target will move to the dead state. 
 
 



Finishers 
Finishers are special attacks involving paired animations. In order for a finisher to be 
triggered, the target needs to be stunned (which is done through hit reactions, parrying or 
successful counterattacks). When performing a normal attack, the system will check if the 
target is currently stunned and if the current weapon can perform a finisher (i.e. if at least 
one finisher action is assigned to the weapon). In that case a finisher will be triggered 
instead of the normal attack. 
 
A FinisherAction looks like this: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 

Finisher Damage The damage inflicted by this finisher 
Finisher Damage Time The point on the animation (0 = beginning, 1 means 

the end) when the damage is applied. At that point, if 
killed, the target will switch to death animation or 
ragdoll death 

Player Animation The animation to play on the player 
Target Animation The animation to play on the target 
Ends On Back A flag to indicate which way the target animation 

ends (on back or on belly), used to determine which 
get up animation to play next 

Offset From Target The position the player needs to be relative to the 
target 



 
As with executions, if a weapon has multiple finishers defined, one will be picked at random. 
 
 

Finishers and Executions on Generic characters 
Since humanoid animations cannot be retargeted on generic characters, you can add to 
your execution and finisher actions a list of Generic Targets data items. These list the clip to 
play on the target and the specific offset for that target: 
 

 
 
 
  



User Interface 
Eadon Controller comes with a full UI system, used for both game UI and inventory UI. The 
default prefab comes with a minimalist GUI skin which is meant to be replaced and 
customized according to your game style and visuals. 
 
All the elements of the game UI rely on the presence of a number of ScriptableVariables: 
 

• ItemVariable for the quick slots 

• FloatVariables for the current and max values for the stat sliders 
 
These variables are created by the character creation wizard, and the UI in the scene is 
created by instantiating a copy of the default UI prefab in the scene and configuring all the 
references for the character. 
 
If you want to change the UI, you should make a copy of the UI Canvas prefab, rename the 
original one and modify the copy. The character creation wizard will look for a prefab 
named UI Canvas and that will be instantiated in the scene. 
The creation wizard will look for a UI References component in the top element of the 
prefab. This component contains references to all the elements that make up the UI (for 
both game and inventory: 
 

 
 
As long as that component is present in the top element of the UI prefab, the character 
creation wizard can find and configure the various components. 



The root of the UI prefab should also have three GameEventListeners components that 
listen to the On Game, the On Inventory, and the Pause GameEvents: 
 

 
 
These events are raised when the UI needs to switch from game to inventory and vice versa. 



 

Game UI 
The game UI is made up of three different parts: a top group (top left corner) for a character 
portrait, the stat sliders and the panel for continuous actions indicators and a bottom part 
(lower left corner) for the quick slots: 
 

 
 
In the image above, there are three sliders: health (red), stamina (green) and mana (blue) 
and three quick slots: right hand (right slot), left hand (left slot), consumable (bottom slot) 
and spells (top slot).  
 
Stat sliders require two components:  
 

• UiStatSlider (to control the actual slider) 

• GameEventListener (to listen for the Stats Updated event and update the slider) 
 
 



 
 
 
The quick slots are handled through a UiItemDisplay component: 
 

 
 
The white squares are placeholders for GUI prompts, i.e. visual cues representing which 
input is configured for that operation which adapt to the current control scheme: 
 



  
Keyboard/Mouse PS4 DualShock4 Controller 

 
These prompts are only supported on all input systems, but specialised controller icons 
(detecting for example DualShock 3/4  or Xbox 360/One controllers) are available only when 
using Rewired or Unity’s new input system. They are handled through a UiInputIcon 
component: 
 

 
 

Global Interaction UI 
In the bottom left corner of the screen sits the Global Interaction UI. This prefab is made of 
two components: 
 

• A panel that can list all weapon actions for the currently equipped weapons, with the 
corresponding inputs 

• A generic action prompt that can be used to display prompts for actions (pick up, 
open, etc 

 
It is managed by a component that lists references and lets you disable the show action 
prompts: 
 



 
 

Inventory UI 
Inventory UI is split into different pages. The standard prefab for Eadon Controller has three 
pages: 
 

• Equipment page, to choose what’s equipped in the quick slots 

• Inventory page, to browse all items in inventory, use them, drop them, etc 

• Crafting, to create new items by combining the ones you have 
 
The inventory UI can be navigated with mouse and keyboard and a controller. 
 
The equipment page looks like this: 

 
 



On the left there are the equipment quick slots for the right hand, the left hand, 
consumables and spells. 
On the right there are all the slots for clothing and accessories. 
 
Selecting a slot will open a picker for all the items that can go on that slot: 
 

 
 
Selecting an item will assign it to the slot. 
 
  



The inventory page looks like this: 
 

 
 
On the left you have the inventory area, with tabs at the top for the categories of items 
defined in game (in the example they are Weapons, Consumable and Spells). Selecting one 
item will display the item stats and description on the right side. At the bottom of the 
description panel you will find a list of all the actions that the item supports and the relative 
inputs. 
 
The crafting page looks like this: 
 

 
 



If all the required ingredients are available, a prompt will appear in the lower right corner to 
allow you to craft an item. After a confirmation, the actual crafting will happen. 
  



Environment 
Eadon Controller comes with a series of components to simplify interaction with the 
environment through trigger colliders: 
 

• Action Trigger 

• Activity Trigger 

• Activity Pickup Trigger 

• Damage Area 

• Pickup Trigger (described above) 

• Door 

• Chest 

• DeathTrigger 
 
All these components have event fields for when the controller enter, stays in, or exits the 
collider volume which can be used to show or hide a visual prompt and another for when 
the action is triggered. 
Other components are: 
 

• Footstep System 

• Surface System 

• Breakable Object 

• Throwable Object 

• LootManager and Loot Glow Manager 

• Traps 
 
 

Action Triggers 
Eadon Controller comes with a component which, when coupled with a trigger collider, 
implements generic actions such as opening doors, pressing buttons, pulling levers, etc. 
 



 
 
The fields are: 
 
 
 



Field Use 

Trigger Collider If empty, the component will look for a 
collider on the game object 

Action Input Variable The bool variable for the input button 
Generic Action Name Which animator state is going to play. This 

is a StringReference, i.e. a field which can 
hold either a string or a StringVariable 
ScriptableObject. Eadon Controller comes 
with a set of predefined StringVariables 
with all the states in the animator 

Override Clip An Animation Clip to override the default 
clip 

Disable After Action A flag to indicate whether the trigger 
deactivates itself after the action is 
triggered 

Align With Trigger A flag to indicate whether the character will 
be aligned to the trigger before the action 
itself is triggered 

Match Targets Specific targets to match during animation 
(see the section on Match Targets 

 

Activity Trigger 
An activity trigger is a trigger component that makes the character perform an activity for a 
specified period of time, with events for activity start and end. 
There are two types of activities that can be performed: 
 

• Simple activities, composed of a single looping animation 

• Complex activities, which require a start, loop and end animation 
 
The component looks like this: 
 



 
 

Activity Pickup Triggers 
An ActivityPickupTrigger is a combination of an ActivityTrigger and a PickupTrigger, and are 
useful if you want your character to dig for 5 seconds before picking up ore, fishing, etc 
 



Damage Area 
Eadon Controller comes with a component which, when coupled with a trigger collider, 
implements a damage area. Whenever a character is inside the Damage Area, it will receive 
damage over time as specified in the component. This damage is handled in the component, 
meaning that it stops as soon as the character leaves the area. 
The Damage Area component has one field only for damage: 
 

 
 
Instant Damage is dealt when entering, Damage Over Time is applied while in the area. 
 

Door 
A door in Eadon Character Controller is normally structured like this: 
 

 
 
The main object contains the Door component, has a pivot child (either in the lower left 
corner or the lower right corner) which contains the actual door mesh and a front and back 
child. The Door component looks like this: 
 



 



 
The fields are 
 
Field Use 

Door Type Choice between Auto Open, Press To Open 
and Needs Object 

Pivot The pivot of the door 
Pivot Side Choice of left or right 
Tags To Open The list of valid tags to open the door 
Door Front The game object with the collider in the 

front of the door 
Front UI The interaction UI element in front 
Door Back The game object with the collider in the 

back of the door 
Back UI The interaction UI element in the back 
Door Collider The collider of the mesh object 
Auto Open Trigger The trigger for auto opening the door 
NavMesh Obstacle A NavMesh Obstacke, deactivated when 

the door is open 
Angle Of Open The pivot angle at which the door is open 
Angle Of Close The pivot angle at which the door is closed 
Speed Close The speed at which the door closes 
Speed Open The speed at which the door opens 
Auto Close A flag to indicate if the door should auto 

close 
Time To Close The time after which the door auto closes 
Disable Collider While Opening A flag to determine if the door collider 

should be disabled while the door is 
rotating 

On Open Event triggered when the door opens 
On Close Event Triggered when the door closes 
Object Inventory Id The ID of the object needed to open the 

door (for Needs Object doors) 
Auto Open With Object A toggle to determine if the door auto 

opens when the player has the object 
needed (for Needs Object doors) 

 
The top object should contain a box collider set as trigger if you want the door to auto open. 
This trigger should be sized to cover the space in front of the door from both sides. 
If you don’t want the door to auto open, you can place a DoorTrigger component on the 
Front and Back children of the Door object. DoorTriggers are responsible for handling 
interaction with a door from one of the two sides, and look like this: 



 
 
If you decide to use these, they should have a trigger collider attached. 



Finally, you can use a DoubleDoor component to handle the opening of a double door if you 
want both halves of the door to open at the same time: 
 

 
 
This component has public methods to open or close both doors at the same time. 
 

Chest 
The Chest component allows for opening chests: 
 

 
 
The fields are 
 
Field Use 

Lid The lid game object 
Rotation Axis The rotation axis, allows for lids that open 

upwards but also slide open from a corner 
Angle Close The angle at which the lid is closed 
Angle Open The angle at which the lid is open 
Rotation Speed The rotation speed of the lid 

 



Death Trigger 
This component, attached to a game object with a trigger collider, cause the player to die 
immediately. It looks like this: 
 

 
 

Footsteps System 
Eadon Controller has a footstep system which works in conjunction with the surface system 
described below. Footsteps are triggered through FootstepTrigger components attached to 
each foot bone: 
 

 
 
These are created by the character creation wizard, in a game object also including a sphere 
collider. The wizard tries to size the collider so that it goes just underneath the foot. Please 
check the results as sometimes models have non uniform scales in the foot bones. 
 
The fields are 
 
Field Use 



Custom Surface Manager An optional surface manager (see below) to 
customize footstep sounds and footprints 
for a specific character 

Wait Time Between Walk Steps A time interval enforced between two 
walking footsteps 

Wait Time Between Run Steps A time interval enforced between two 
running footsteps 

 
 

Surface System 
Eadon Controller has a surface system which enables footstep sounds and VFX. This is 
managed through the SurfaceManager ScriptableObject, which is a ScriptableObject 
responsible for managing all the Surface configurations: 
 

 
 
Default Surface is the surface which is returned if no other specific surface is found. 
Surface ScriptableObjects hold the definition and configuration for a surface: 
 

 
 
The fields are: 
 
Field Use 



Terrain Texture Names An array of names of terrain textures which define this 
surface. The most dominant texture from the terrain 
splatmap under the feet is checked against this list to 
determine if the surface applies 

Mesh Material Names An array of names of mesh Materials. The material under 
the feet is checked against this list to determine if the 
surface applies 

Impact VFX An impact VFX used for projectile impacts against the 
surface 

Footstep VFX The VFX for the footsteps 
Footprint The decal object for the footprint, spawned under the feet 
Footstep Audio Clips An array of AudioClips. A random clip from the array is 

played when the foot hits the ground 
Impact Sound The impact sound played when a hit occurs on that surface 

 

Breakable Object 
A BreakableObject is a component that can track damage to a game object (including 
damage over time) and trigger an event when the object doesn’t have any hit point left. It 
looks like this: 
 

 
 
 
The fields are 
 
Field Use 

Hit Points How much damage it takes to break the 
object 

Is Invincible A flag to determine if the object is 
invincible (i.e. can’t take damage), useful to 



prevent object from breaking until a 
condition is met 

Impact Vfx The VFX prefab to spawn on impact 
Break Vfx The VFX to spawn on break 
Audio Source The audio source to use to play breaking 

sound 
Breaking Sound The sound to play when it breaks 
Lock On Indicator The lock on indicator to use when the 

object can be locked on 
Can Be Locked On A flag to indicate if the object can be locked 

on 
Breaks On Roll Collision A flag to indicate if you can roll into the 

object and break it 
On Broken A UnityEvent invoked when the object 

breaks 
 

Throwable Object 
A ThrowableObject is a component which allows you to have effects and events on a thrown 
object, like a bottle breaking or a grenade exploding. 
 

 
 
The fields are 
 
Field Use 



Activation Type Choice of On Impact, Timed or Both 
Activation Time Delay before activation of the effects, 

appears only for Timed and Both options 
Destroy On Activation A flag to indicate whether the object is 

destroyed after activation 
Spawn on Activation An array of prefabs to spawn on activation 
Audio Source The audio source to be used to play sound, 

can be left empty if the game object 
includes one 

Sound On Activation The audio clip to play on activation 
Use Object Rotation A flag to indicate that spawned objects 

should align to the object rotation. If false 
they will align either with world up 
direction or the normal of the contact point 
(depending on activation mode) 

On Activation A UnityEvent triggered on activation 
Activation Action An ItemAction executed on activation, 

which can deal damage, trigger further 
ItemLogic, etc 

 

Loot 
Eadon Character Controller will, on death, automatically drop all items which have the drop 
on death flag ticked. For this to work, you need to add to the controller a default loot 
prefab: 
 

 
 



Items can have a specific drop prefab, in which case the item will be dropped with a 
separate prefab. All other items will be dropped inside the default drop prefab. All the item 
drop prefabs need to have a PickupTrigger component. 
 
If you’re using AI systems which are not based on Eadon Character Controller, you can 
attach a LootManager component to your AIs and trigger the DropLoot() method from 

your AI death event. The LootManager component looks like this: 
 
 
 
 

 
 
You need to set a loot drop prefab (with a PickupTrigger component), set the 
ResourcesManager and add the items. 
 
Eadon Character Controller comes with a component called LootGlowManager to help 
manage pickup VFX. It looks like this: 
 



 
 
 
  



Save System 
Eadon Character Controller comes with a simple saving system. If you want to enable saving 
for the controller data, you need to enable saving in the character creation window: 
 

 
 

This will add to the character the EadonSaver component: 
 

 
 
This component handles saving the character data to PlayerPrefs, under the specified key. 
At game start, the component will check for the presence of saved data and automatically 
restore the state. 



In order to save the data, you can call the public void SaveState() method on the 

component, and you can use the public void LoadState() method to load the 
character state. 
 
Additionally, you can use the SaveTrigger component on a game object with a trigger 
collider to save the character state. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
You can find a prefab of a SaveTrigger in /Assets/Cogs & Goggles/Eadon Character 
Controlelr/Assets/Prefab/Environment  



Integration with Malbers Horse Animset Pro 
Eadon Controller has a built-in integration with Malbers Horse Animset Pro (HAP), which 
allows a character to mount and ride any mount. 
 

Setting up the integration 
Setting up the integration can be done in two ways: 
 

• At character creation 

• At a later stage 
 
If HAP is installed and enabled in the settings window, an additional checkbox appears in the 
character creation wizard to add automatically the support and integration with HAP. 
As an alternative, select the character in the hierarchy and use the Eadon/Create/Add 
Malbers HAP Integration menu. 
Both options will: 
 

• Change the AnimatorController to the version supporting HAP 

• Add the MRider component to allow mounting and riding 

• Add the MWeaponManager and Aim components for mounted combat support 

• Add the MalbersToEadonDamageLink to receive damage from AIs built with Malbers 
Animal Controller  

 

Note about the animator 
Version 4.4.0 of Horse Animset Pro, which now includes its own humanoid character 
controller, does not support an animal attack while the rider is mounted. If you make your 
mount attack, your character will, at the end of the animation, dismount and remount the 
animal, which (especially if flying) could have adverse effects. 
There are three possible ways to fix this: 
 

1) In your mount, find the MalbersAnimalInput component and tick Disable Mount 
Attack: 



 
 
This will prevent the mount attack and you will only be able to attack with a weapon 

2) Find the Horse Animset Pro rider animator, located here: 
 

 
 
edit the Attacks state machine in the Mounted layer to change all the transitions in 
the attack animations (there are two for every attack, one with exit time and one 
with a condition) from this: 
 

 



 
to this: 
 

 
 
i.e. going to the Idles state instead of the Exit node 

3) You can import a replacement animator controller (that will override the default one 
from Horse Animset Pro) by double clicking on this file: 
 

 
 
It might be that future updates of Horse Animset Pro remove this issue, in which case this 
documentation will be updated. 
 

Configuring mounts 
The Eadon/Hap Integration folder has prefabs for the horses and Pegasus coming with HAP 
already configured for use with Eadon Controller. If you have other creatures which need to 
be enabled for mounting and riding with Eadon Controller, drag them to the scene and 
select the Eadon/Create/Setup HAP Mount menu. This will 
 

• Remove the MalbersInputs component 

• Add a MalbersAnimalInput component to the animal 

• Disable the component 

• Setup the inputs as desired 

• On the Mount component add two event handlers: 
o Add a handler to OnMounted() to enable the MalbersAnimalInput component 
o Add a handler to OnDismounted() to disable the MalbersAnimalInput 

component 

• Add an EadonMountTrigger to the existing mount triggers 
 



After that your animal is ready and you can save it as a new original prefab or apply the 
changes to the current prefab. 
 
Please note that if you have enabled the Eadon AI prefab, there’s an option to create AI 
controller for Malbers animals and creatures which has an option to setup the mount as 
described above automatically during creation. 
 

Configuring weapons 
Weapons need to be configured in order to be used from horseback (if this functionality is 
enabled). In order for a weapon to be used by the Horse Animset System, it needs two 
additions: 
 

• A collider on the root of the object (to act as the hitbox of the weapon) 

• A MMelee, MBow or MShootable component on the root of the object 
 
The collider can be copied and pasted from the weapon prefab damage collider, the 
Malbers weapon component must be added and configured. Please remember to set the 
same values for the weapon damage. 
 
For more information on weapons while riding, please refer to the official documentation 
for Horse Animset Pro. 
 
The Malbers Weapon Manager component can be set to use the inventory: 
 

 
 
In which case you need to untick Instantiate On Equip. If instead you want to use the 
holsters, you need to define them in the Weapon Manager by setting the holster ID and 
dragging the holder to the component: 
 



 
 

Riding Inputs 
The process detailed above will set up the mount with a MalbersAnimalInput component 
which replaces the default MalbersInput component and allows you to ride your mount 
with the same inputs, with a few changes. These are the configured inputs: 
 
Malbers Action Eadon Input 

Horizontal Horizontal 
Vertical Vertical 
Sprint Run 
Speed Up Modifier + Jump 
Speed Down Modifier + Roll 
Attack 1 Combat Input 1 
Attack 2 Combat Input 2 
Generic Action Generic Action 
Fly Modifier + Run 
Up Down UpDown 

 
Bear in mind that, while mounted, the combat inputs will be directed to the character if the 
character has a weapon in his hand, to the mount otherwise. 
To dismount the horse, you need to hold the Generic Action input. The dismount timer is set 
to 1 second by default but can be changed in the MalbersAnimalInput component on the 
mount. 
 
 
 
 

  



Integration with kripto289 effect packs 
Eadon Controller has a built-in integration with the following effects pack from kripto289: 
 

• Magic Effects Pack 1 (RFX1) 

• Realistic Effects Pack 3 (RFX3) 

• Realistic Effects Pack 4 (RFX4) 

• Archer Effects (AE) 
 
Integration needs to be enabled in the Settings window for each asset you add to the 
project.  
 
In order to integrate a kripto289 prefab as a spawnable projectile, open the prefab, find the 
object with the movement script and add a ProjectileDamage and a Kripto289Projectile to it. 
The first component (ProjectileDamage) is described in the chapter on projectiles, while the 
second is a component that bridges the movement and collision scripts from the effect 
prefabs with the damage system: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Integration with Pixel Crushers’ Dialogue System 
Support for Pixel Crushers Dialogue System needs to be enabled in the Settings window. 
Once enabled, two options are enabled in the character creation window: 
 

1) Add DialogueSystemBridge 
 

 
 

2) Add DialogueSystemSaver 
 

 
 

Dialogue System Bridge 
The DialogueSystemBridge component listens to conversation start/end events and pauses 
the player (and, if the options are selected, rotate the player towards the speaker). It looks 
like this: 
 

 
This component also defines the following functions so that they are available in Lua scripts 
within the Dialog System: 
 
Function Purpose 

AddItemByID Adds an item to the character inventory. The ID is the name of the 
Item scriptable object 



RemoveItemByID Removes an item from the character inventory. The ID is the name 
of the Item scriptable object 

GetItemCount Queries the inventory for the count of an object by ID 
GetHealth Returns the character health 
GetMaxHealth Returns the character health 
AddHealth Adds to the character health 
AddMaxHealth Adds to the character max health 

 

Dialogue System Saver 
The DialogueSystemSaver component is a custom Save System Saver dedicated to saving the 
character information (see the Pixel Crusher Save System documentation here: 
https://www.pixelcrushers.com/dialogue_system/manual2x/html/save_system.html). 
It looks like this: 
 

 
 
It is fully compliant and integrated with Pixel Crushers Save System. 
 

  

https://www.pixelcrushers.com/dialogue_system/manual2x/html/save_system.html


Integration with Pixel Crushers’ Quest Machine 
Support for Pixel Crushers Dialogue System needs to be enabled in the Settings window. 
Eadon Character Controller integrates with Pixel Crushers’ Quest Machine via custom 
actions, conditions, etc. 
 

Quest Actions 
The following QuestActions are defined: 
 
EadonAddItemQuestAction adds an item to the player inventory 
EadonModifyStatQuestAction modifies a stat 
 

Quest Conditions 
The following QuestCondition  
is defined: 
 
EadonHasItemQuestCondition checks for the existence of an item in the player inventory 
 

Reward System 
Eadon Character Controller defines an item-based Reward System for procedural quest 
generation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Integration with Procedural Worlds’ SECTR Complete 
Support for Procedural Worlds’ SECTR Complete needs to be enabled in the Settings 
window. 
Once enabled, an option becomes available in the character creation window to add 
support to the character for SECTR. This comes via two different parts: 
 

1) An EadonRegionLoader component attached to the character controller object. It 
works similar to the standard SECTR Region Loader and looks like this: 

 

 
 

2) An EadonStartLoader in a child game object, which is responsible for activating the 
character once the sector he’s based in is loaded. It looks like this: 
 

 
 
The character is also set up to disable itself on start and wait for the sector to load. 
 
Enabling support for SECTR also enables transparent support for floating point origin shift in 
the save system: the position is automatically saved taking into account the amount of shift. 
 

  



Integration with Easy Save 3 
Support for EasySave v3 needs to be enabled in the Settings window. 
Once enabled, EasySave is transparently integrated into the EadonSaver component: 
 
 

 
 
To use EasySave, tick the Use EasySave checkbox and optionally specify a safe file in the 
Save Path field. All the options you set on the EasySave settings window apply. 
 
 
 
  



Integration with RootMotion’s PuppetMaster 
Support for RootMotion’s PuppetMaster needs to be enabled in the Settings window. Once 
enabled, you will have the option to use PuppetMaster instead of the built in system for 
ragdolls. To use it, select this option when creating a new character: 
 

 
 
Doing this will present further options: 
 

 
 
The Eadon Puppet Settings are a PuppetMaster Puppet prefab preconfigured for Eadon 
Character Controller. Feel free to create your own, and if you want to change it, make a 
copy so that your changes are not overwritten when updating Eadon Character Controller. 
 
Collision Layers are the layers used for active ragdoll collisions. Please refer to Puppet 
Master documentation for further explanations. 
 
The character created using PuppetMaster will have a different structure, with the top level 
object containing two children: the normal character and the PuppetMaster setup: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  



Integration with RootMotion’s Final IK 
Support for RootMotion’s Final IK needs to be enabled in the Settings window. Once 
enabled, you will have the option to use Final IK instead of the built in system for inverse 
kinematics. To use it, select this option when creating a new character: 
 

 
 
Doing that will add the following components to the character: 
 

• Full Body Biped IK 

• Grounder Full Body Biped 
 
And Final IK will be used for feet placement. Future updates will increase the scope of Final 
IK integration 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Integration with KWS Water System 
If you enable support for KWS Water System, your character will be created with a 
WaterDetectorKWS component instead of a normal WaterDetector. If you have an already 
created character that need KWS integration, edit the character prefab, remove the old 
component (from the Water Detector child) and add the new one. 
 
The component looks like this: 
 

 
 
You should add a reference to the Ocean Renderer used for swimming in case you have 
more than one in your scene. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Integration with Crest Ocean Renderer 
If you enable support for Crest Ocean Renderer, your character will be created with a 
WaterDetectorCrest component instead of a normal WaterDetector. If you have an already 
created character that need Crest integration, edit the character prefab, remove the old 
component (from the Water Detector child) and add the new one. 
 
The component looks like this: 
 

 
 
You should add a reference to the water system used for swimming in case you have more 
than one in your scene. 
 
 

  



Integration with Clothing Culler 
In order to use Clothing Culler with the clothing system of Eadon Character Controller, you 
need to add a ClothingCuller component to your character and set up Clothing Culler with a 
modular workflow and configure your items accordingly. Please check the asset 
documentation on how to do it. 
 
At start, the system will look for a ClothingCuller component on the character and register 
all Occludee found in children (typically on the body mesh) as non modular. 
 
When you equip/unequip a clothing item, the system will register/unregister the Occludee 
on the clothing prefab (if present) with Clothing Culler. 
 
 

  



Appendix 1 – How to update a character created with v1.0 
Some changes are needed to update a character created with v1.0 if you don’t want to 
recreate it. 
 

Animator changes 
The animator needs a new transition from the On Air state to the Swimming Idle state, 
configured like this: 
 

 
 
The character animator is in the character folder (together with the character graph and 
prefab). You can either modify the current character animator or duplicate the master 
animator and reassign the animator in the character prefab. 
 

Camera changes 
In characters created with v1.1, some values have changed in the Cinemachine Free Look 
cameras (CM Main Camera and CM Crouch Camera) to improve camera smoothing. In the 
top, Middle and Bottom Rig configuration, damping needs to be 0 for all axis, like in the 
following picture: 



 
 
  



Appendix 2 – How to update a character to Version 1.4 
Upgrading a character to v1.4 is a simple process: 
 

1) Select your character prefab in the Project Window 
2) Select the following menu option:

 
 
This will create a new animator and a new character graph for your character (renaming the 
old ones) in the same folder as your character.  



Credits 
The following free assets are used in this Eadon Controller for the demo scenes: 
 

Asset Author Link 

Sword minghauLoh https://sketchfab.com/3d-
models/sword-
07463a2658e04d6ab8a42b5639a35d63 

Shield Sergey Egelsky https://sketchfab.com/3d-
models/shield-
9626b82200e44a5ea4a0ac5cd8020e3f 

Crossbow Luckkk3d https://sketchfab.com/3d-
models/crossbow-bolt-medieval-game-
asset-
22da51b06e674052affd5dd4d86bdae8 

Arrow Teslov https://sketchfab.com/3d-
models/arrow-
3b7c2124180c4b349ca533f0bb4cc955 

Gun AOL_DarkHairLion https://sketchfab.com/3d-
models/pistol-gun-
b66fff22d20c4f9eb82f1a463efa9837 

Grenade 3DMaesen https://sketchfab.com/3d-
models/grenade-
0d3ae94a74b747c7b725479acdd4fea2  
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License 
You agree that Cogs & Goggles own all rights, title and interest in this Asset, including 

without limitation all applicable Intellectual Property Rights. "Intellectual Property Rights" 

means any and all intellectual property rights wherever in the world and whenever arising 

(and including any application), including patent laws, copyright, trade secrets, know-how, 

confidential information, business names and domain names, computer programs, 

trademark laws, service marks, trade names, utility models, design rights, semi-conductor 

topography rights, database rights, goodwill or rights to sue for passing off, and any and all 

other proprietary rights worldwide. You agree that you will not, and will not allow any third 

party to, 

(i) copy, sell, license, distribute, transfer, modify, adapt, translate, prepare derivative works 

from, decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble or otherwise attempt to derive source code 

from the Asset, unless otherwise permitted, 

(ii) take any action to circumvent or defeat the security or content usage rules provided, 

deployed or enforced by any functionality (including without limitation digital rights 

management or forward-lock functionality) in the Asset, 

(iv) remove, obscure, or alter Cogs & Goggles' or any third party's copyright notices, 

trademarks, or other proprietary rights notices affixed to or contained within the Unity 

Asset Store or Assets. 

YOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE ASSET IS AT YOUR SOLE 

RISK AND THAT THE ASSET IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND “AS AVAILABLE” WITHOUT WARRANTY 

OF ANY KIND, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. IN PARTICULAR, 

COGS & GOGGLES, ITS SUBSIDIARIES, HOLDING COMPANIES AND AFFILIATES, AND ITS 

LICENSORS DO NOT REPRESENT OR WARRANT TO YOU THAT: 

(A) YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, 

(B) YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE OR FREE FROM 

ERROR, 

(C) ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED BY YOU AS A RESULT OF YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL 

BE ACCURATE OR RELIABLE, AND 

(D) THAT DEFECTS IN THE OPERATION OR FUNCTIONALITY OF ANY SOFTWARE PROVIDED TO 

YOU AS PART OF THE ASSETS WILL BE CORRECTED. 



YOUR USE OF THE ASSET IS AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK AND YOU ARE SOLELY 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM, OR OTHER DEVICE, OR LOSS 

OF DATA THAT RESULTS FROM SUCH USE. 

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, COGS & GOGGLES FURTHER 

EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, WHETHER 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES TERMS 

AND CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. 

 
 


